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(This is the concluding part of the article; for the first part, see the previous issue of the Journal. This part continues the analysis of four case studies of de Gaulle’s diplomacy, turning to the third and fourth of them: the rejection of British membership in the EEC, and the “empty chair” crisis of 1956–1966. It then offers an extended discussion of the implications of the four cases for our understanding of French policy in Europe during this crucial phase of the Cold War.)

British Membership: “For France to maintain its agriculture with England as a member, England would have to stop being England”

From 1958 through early 1969, Gaullist France remained implacably opposed to British membership in or association with the European Economic Community (EEC). In December 1958, after gaining West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer’s support, French President Charles de Gaulle vetoed British proposals for a free trade area (FTA) outright. He called on the British, disingenuously, to join the EEC and to accept the obligations adopted by the other Community partners, particularly regarding the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), external tariffs, and social harmonization. In early 1960, Britain organized the European Free Trade Area (EFTA) with Denmark, Portugal, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, Austria, and Ireland—a move designed almost exclusively to exert greater pressure on France—and called for an EFTA-EEC agreement. Uncompromising French obstruction again scuttled the negotiations. When Reginald Maudling, the chief British negotiator, asked Robert
Marjolin, an EEC Commissioner who had been a French negotiator of the Treaty of Rome and a technocrat relatively open to transatlantic ties, what France would do if Britain agreed to all its conditions, he replied: “We [would] just have to think of new reasons to make your membership impossible.”

Little changed in mid-1961 when British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan took the step called for by de Gaulle by announcing Britain’s application for EEC membership. Instead of welcoming the decision, de Gaulle termed it “an unpleasant surprise” and encouraged Macmillan to withdraw it. Well before the negotiations collapsed, de Gaulle confidentially affirmed to close advisers his absolute rejection of British membership, but he did not press for immediate action. De Gaulle was little concerned at first, for he expected British domestic opposition to block the necessary economic and political concessions on the related issues of Commonwealth preferences and agriculture. Yet Macmillan persevered. When French officials realized in mid-1962, to their surprise, that Macmillan was in fact genuinely willing and able to make all the economic concessions on Commonwealth preferences that France had been requesting, French demands hardened. Pessimistic prognoses were issued in an attempt to force a British withdrawal, thereby transferring to London the responsibility for the collapse of negotiations. A committee was reportedly formed in the Quai d’Orsay to design further means of impeding British entry. Seeking to impose a fait accompli, the French rapidly sought an agreement on the CAP that would be directly at variance with British proposals, while deliberately misleading the British


about their actions. In retrospect, Pierson Dixon, the British ambassador in Paris, saw this as the “end of the negotiations.” He reported back that de Gaulle would probably wait until the November 1962 elections, which required support from pro-EEC farmers and centrist parties, and would then veto Britain’s application.4

The British, however, continued to make important concessions. By December 1962 most participants believed that a final agreement was just around the corner, and a marathon session in January 1963 was widely expected to resolve most of the outstanding issues.5 But after an unexpectedly successful showing in the November parliamentary elections, de Gaulle announced at a cabinet meeting on 17 December 1962 that he would veto Britain’s entry, and he seemed to ridicule Macmillan by citing the famous Edith Piaf song, “Ne pleurez pas Milord (“Do not cry, my Lord”), a quotation that soon leaked.6 At a celebrated press conference a month later, on 14 January 1963, de Gaulle delivered the coup de grace, explaining at length why Britain was unready to adopt a “genuinely European” approach.7 The negotiations collapsed. When the government of Harold Wilson explored a second membership bid in 1966–1967, de Gaulle first discouraged and then informally vetoed the move.


At the end of the decade, however, de Gaulle and his successor, Georges Pompidou, reversed course. During the final months of de Gaulle’s presidency and the first few of Pompidou’s, French policy softened. In 1969 de Gaulle approached the British government about establishing an intergovernmental substitute for the EEC, which he termed the “European Economic Association.” Although the negotiations failed because of embarrassing British leaks—precipitating the “Soames Affair”—Pompidou went on to pursue an even more conciliatory policy. In his first press conference as president on 10 July 1969, Pompidou noted that France had no objection in principle to British EEC membership on appropriate terms, a statement that opened the door to the entry of Britain in 1973.

How can we best explain this pattern of rejection through 1968, followed by tentative initiatives for closer cooperation under de Gaulle and a strong move to accept Britain as a member by Pompidou?

The consensus view has long been that de Gaulle’s hostility toward Britain, more than any other act, demonstrates that geopolitical interests lay behind his European policy. De Gaulle, it is alleged, was already souring on Europe because of the demise of the Fouchet Plan, and he feared that Britain would be a “Trojan horse” for U.S. geopolitical designs like the Multilateral Force (MLF). British entry, the argument goes, would frustrate his long-term vision of an alternative European confederation. The General’s most celebrated biographer, Jean Lacouture, endorses this consensus when he asserts that the “real problem [was] the participation of Britain in the realization of Charles de Gaulle’s grand design, the construction of a Europe of States.” The most prominent of the recent French analysts, Maurice Vaisse, says “the profound reason is, even after the failure of political cooperation, the desire to push London to the margins of European cooperation.” Elsewhere Vaisse conclusively attributes de Gaulle’s veto to the failure of the Fouchet Plan: “The decision to oppose the British . . . was taken as a result of the failure of the negotiations for a European political union.”

John Newhouse, long the authoritative English-language interpreter of de Gaulle’s policy, concludes:

For de Gaulle the political consequences were, as always, controlling. . . . What he wanted was French supremacy in Western Europe [and] the meaning of [accepting Britain into Europe] was plain. France would not be the sole nuclear power in the European community, and French political influence would be that much less.12

Among more recent interpreters, Charles Cogan elaborates the consensus view that de Gaulle’s overriding goal was French politico-military dominance in Europe:

De Gaulle’s reasoning appears to have been the following: . . . He thought he could establish nuclear hegemony over the rest of the continent of Western Europe by virtue of: (1) the suppression of the Multilateral Force, which would have put nuclear weapons in the hands of continental powers, (2) the exclusion of Great Britain, a nuclear power, from a continental grouping by his veto of British entry into the Common Market.13

Others cite de Gaulle’s anger at Macmillan’s failure to provide a clear signal of British willingness to engage in nuclear cooperation and to inform him of the Polaris nuclear deal signed with the United States at Nassau on 21 December—an interpretation apparently cultivated by French officials.14

Such appraisals of de Gaulle’s vital geopolitical interest in blocking British accession are based almost entirely on de Gaulle’s general writings and utterances—the sort of speculative interpretation of symbolic rhetoric we dismissed in Part 1 of this article—rather than on direct evidence of a concrete calculation about the geopolitical implications of British association or membership. The sources themselves tell a very different story. Direct evidence for a link between geopolitical ideas and the British veto is almost non-existent, and the concrete evidence for a commercial motivation greatly outweighs what evidence there is of geopolitical and ideological motivation.

The preponderance of evidence suggests instead that de Gaulle vetoed British membership above all because Britain, a country with a domestic ag-
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...ricultural structure entirely different from that of France, was almost certain to block generous financing for the CAP. Having liquidated much of its agriculture in the nineteenth century in favor of massive commodity imports, Britain was loath to purchase expensive grain from Europe, which would greatly increase food prices, sever long-standing ties with the Commonwealth, and perhaps threaten existing British agriculture. The French government understood that the British, once inside the EEC, would have every incentive to collude with the West German government to block the development of the CAP—an accurate fear, as we shall soon see. Ludwig Erhard and other leading West Germans—Adenauer aside—would surely have joined them. The United States was already working through the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) toward a similar end. De Gaulle was quite aware that this potential alliance between West Germany, Britain, and the United States would eliminate the principal French advantage of the customs union over other available forms of trade liberalization, such as a European FTA or GATT agreement.

The critical point was not immediate British concessions on Commonwealth imports, but future British disposition toward the CAP. The distinction is critical, for even if the British had been inclined to concede to the French trade demands in exchange for membership, the British government had no way to provide a credible commitment to permit centralized financing arrangements to be created, arrangements required six more years of difficult negotiation over prices and financing. British membership would kill the CAP. Hence the French government had nothing to lose by opposing Britain, even at the risk of destroying the EEC itself, for if French opposition alienated the five other governments and undermined the EEC in favor of a British FTA, the outcome would be little worse in economic terms than an EEC that included the British. These concerns were what dominated de Gaulle’s calculations about British membership and constitute in themselves a sufficient explanation for both his repeated vetoes and their ultimate reversal.

Let us turn first to the discourse of de Gaulle and other French decision makers. The General often spoke about Britain’s lack of readiness to be “truly European.” He stressed the existence of conflicts between the French (and Europeans generally) and the “Anglo-Saxons,” describing Britain as a “Trojan horse” and warning of “American dominance.” He proclaimed the need for a “European Europe.”16 Such metaphors, taken out of context, constitute

---

15. This calculation was based in part on de Gaulle’s assessment, shared by the French Patronat, that French industry was increasingly competitive on a global basis and that, with the Kennedy Round of GATT negotiations under way, industrial trade liberalization was probable and desirable in any case. See Moravcsik, *Choice for Europe*, chaps. 2 and 3.

the documentary evidence most often—indeed, almost invariably—cited by biographers and historians to demonstrate that de Gaulle’s opposition to British membership was grounded in deeply held and distinctive geopolitical ideas about France’s role in the postwar world.

Yet de Gaulle, as noted above, employed such metaphors to refer both to economic conflicts surrounding GATT and agriculture and to geopolitical conflicts concerning the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and nuclear weapons. To discern de Gaulle’s true meaning, we need to know more about the context from which such metaphors are drawn. When we explore the documentary context, we find that when specifically addressing the question of British membership, de Gaulle refers to economic considerations more often, in more detail, and with greater emphasis than he does to geopolitical considerations. Explicit statements of a primarily geopolitical justification for vetoing Britain are rarely—arguably never—found. De Gaulle’s own statements leave little doubt that commercial concerns were both predominant and sufficient to motivate repeated French vetoes. A review of the evidence shows this clearly.

Let us begin with de Gaulle’s most quoted explication of his opposition to British membership, namely the comments he made at his celebrated press conference of 14 January 1963, where he announced the veto. Speaking even more slowly than usual, the General devoted nearly 1,500 words to what he termed a clear explanation of the veto. These remarks were very carefully considered, for de Gaulle had spent the past three weeks “doing nothing except preparing” them, and he had corrected and amended them repeatedly.17 Closer contextual analysis is instructive, for it demonstrates that small snippets from this speech—in particular the references to “the colossal Atlantic area under American dominance” and the British preoccupation with global issues and its Commonwealth, rather than Europe—are almost invariably cited out of context by those seeking to demonstrate the central importance in de Gaulle’s statecraft of a geopolitical vision incompatible with that of the Anglo-Saxons.18

Yet in fact de Gaulle’s announcement of the British veto at the January 1963 press conference was nothing short of a detailed lecture on political economy, belying his reputation as a man who knew and cared little about

17. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, pp. 350–351. Emphasis in the original. All questions were planted and the answers meticulously prepared in advance. De Gaulle, not wanting to be seen wearing glasses in public, memorized the answers.

De Gaulle’s statements at confidential meetings from 1961 to 1965 corroborate the commercial focus of his press conference. He confided to his closest collaborators that “the question of Britain in the Common Market sufficed in itself” to motivate a French veto.22 The fundamental threat, he noted at an April 1962 Cabinet session, stemmed primarily from the scenario of an Anglo-German-American coalition against the CAP:

21. De Gaulle’s press conference of 27 November 1967, where he announced his veto of a second (potential) British membership bid is similar. De Gaulle focused on commercial concerns, noting the role of sterling and the possibility that British membership would destroy policies already in place—a reference that could be only to the CAP, rather than to foreign policy cooperation. The importance of economic and financial concerns was confirmed by the official EEC communiqué of 19 December 1967. Even Françoise de la Serre admits that economic and monetary arguments were primary in de Gaulle’s discourse. See de la Serre, “De Gaulle et la candidature britannique,” p. 199.
We have an industrial common market. The CAP will not be put into place unless we impose it. . . . Britain has [always] been hostile [and] threatened us with a tariff war. . . . [Then] they asked for membership. Why? To play the game? Or to prevent the EEC from working? It is not clear. They wanted to admit the entire Commonwealth. That changes everything. The British will have difficulty adopting the continental policy. British policy is not the same as the elemental policies of the Continent. . . . The industrial common market has succeeded. It induced us to modernize. Perhaps it will be the same for agriculture. . . . But insofar as it succeeds, the rest of the West wants to join. First Great Britain, then the United States, which is already demanding to form an Atlantic economic community. This would be free trade for the Western world; it would no longer be a European Common Market. . . . The Germans are . . . favorable to this general free trade more than a customs union of the Six. 23

This fear was quite justified. The argument that membership would permit Britain to block policies inimical to its interests, notably the CAP, played an important role in debates over the decision to apply. 24 As one British minister put it to his colleagues at a December 1962 cabinet meeting:

The rest of the Six feared that if we acceded without firm conditions binding us to accept the [CAP] in its present form, the Germans and we would combine—for our separate reasons—to render it inoperable. 25

23. Ibid., pp. 109–110. Note that the reference to the U.S. desire to subsume Europe in a transatlantic structure applies not to NATO but to an “Atlantic economic community” and arose in the context of a discussion on French agriculture.

24. The British wanted to block the EEC or at least limit its financial excesses. Eric Roll, a top Ministry of Agriculture official at the time and subsequently the deputy leader of the British negotiating delegation, recalls the British decision to enter in 1961: “Agriculture was of course alongside the Commonwealth, probably the most important single issue. . . . I remember my own conclusion, which I presented to the ministers. . . . It was impossible to have a common agricultural policy . . . which would be totally satisfactory to the Exchequer, to the consumer, to the Commonwealth, and to the British farmer. . . . My recommendation was the quicker we got in, the more chance we would have to get as much reconciliation of these factors as possible. I mention that, simply because it was rather indicative of a number of things that were happening at the time in regard to what was happening on the other side of the Channel. In other words, people were beginning to see that this was going to happen. . . . [Since] we can’t afford to be out of it, isn’t there a case for saying we want to be in on the formulation of this, so that we can be sure that it contains fewer embarrassments than it otherwise would.” Michael Charlton, The Price of Victory (London: BBC, 1985), pp. 252–253. See also the similar remarks of Peter Thorneycroft, head of the Board of Trade, and Sir Frank Figgures, Undersecretary of the Treasury, in ibid., pp. 202, 215. Also, Moravcsik, Choice for Europe, p. 150.

At an August 1962 Cabinet session on the British question, de Gaulle attributed French opposition to the fear that Britain would undermine the transition to the CAP:

In these negotiations we remain the principal country interested in agriculture, which we must modernize by creating outlets. This is a national problem of the first order. . . . The Common Market must help us. If Britain is not prepared for this, the Common Market has much less interest for us. We cannot back down. A transition until 1970 could be conceded, but only on the condition that the Common Market is completed, notably including agriculture; there can be no breaks. British policy aims to punch a hole through which many things could pass.  

In private, as at the 14 January press conference, de Gaulle offered a sophisticated political economic analysis of whether Britain could actually reverse its traditional patterns of agricultural trade and consumption. Noting that Britain made the transition out of agriculture a century earlier, he observed:

Macmillan understands the great historical importance of the British choice. . . . The England of Kipling is dead. . . . British businessmen are preparing for the Common Market. [Macmillan] is not worried about British farmers, which constitute only four percent of the British population, while they were 20–25 percent in his youth. Our basic problem is similar, except that the British have moved more swiftly than we have. The problem behind them is before us. The modernization of agriculture is, besides Algeria, our greatest problem. If we don’t solve it, we will have another Algeria on our own soil. Our industry can withstand international competition, but if agriculture stays out of the Common Market, the taxes on industry will be unbearable. It has been so difficult to establish this agricultural regime with our partners, and so many difficulties remain, that I cannot see how we could now develop a different one. Anyway, the entry of Britain would overturn everything, implying a completely different Common Market.  

27. Ibid., pp. 301–302. The problem, de Gaulle stated at another meeting just before, was that “Britain wants not only to join but to revise the Treaty . . . It is not a simple admission.” Ibid., p. 298. At the Cabinet meeting on 17 December 1962, where the final decision to veto the British application was taken, the General lectured his Cabinet at length on agriculture, emphasizing that the one question the British could not answer was why a customs union with the EFTA countries would not simply become an industrial free trade zone. In introducing the issue at the 9 January 1963 Cabinet meeting, he apparently discussed only the agricultural implications. Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 349, also pp. 352–353.
According to de Gaulle, Britain would enter the EEC only by making exceptions for itself in agriculture and seeking to impose its own free-market view on the CAP. Hence, although an industrial free trade area between Britain and the EEC might be possible, “letting Britain into the EEC would be something quite different.” De Gaulle then concluded his extended observations on agricultural modernization with the distinct suggestion that geopolitics was of less importance than economics in French thinking: “We don’t wish ill for Macmillan, who is a sincere ally of France. But we cannot sacrifice a fundamental French interest for this sympathy.”

At a Cabinet session on 19 December 1962, where de Gaulle informed the government of his decision to veto, he again observed that agricultural issues would prevent him from working with Macmillan to achieve common political interests:

If Great Britain and . . . the Commonwealth enter, it would be as if the Common Market had . . . dissolved within a large free trade area. . . . Always the same question is posed, but the British don’t answer. Instead they say, “It’s the French who don’t want it.” . . . To please the British, we should call into question the Common Market and the negotiation of agricultural regulations that benefit us? All of this would be difficult to accept. . . . Britain continues to supply itself cheaply in Canada, New Zealand, Australia, etc. The Germans are dying to do the same in Argentina. The others would follow. What will we do with European, and particularly French, surpluses? If we have to spend 500 billion [francs] a year on agricultural subsidies, what will happen if the Common Market can no longer assist us? These eminently practical questions should not be resolved on the basis of sentiments. [Macmillan] is melancholy and so am I. We would prefer Macmillan’s Britain to that of Labour, and we would like to help him stay in office. But what can I do? Except sing to him the Edith Piaf song: “Ne pleurez pas, Milord!”

De Gaulle concluded by observing that Macmillan offered intensified bilateral nuclear cooperation, but France could not accept it because of the independent force de frappe—a statement entirely consistent with the view that nuclear weapons were brought into the negotiations by Macmillan as a tactical quid pro


quo but were never the central issue at stake.\textsuperscript{30} Again he made no mention of broader geopolitical aims. At the same meeting, de Gaulle was even more precise about the commercial threat, emphasizing that Britain’s unwillingness to accept the emerging CAP was what spurred France’s opposition:

   I will get rid of this matter of British membership in the Common Market. . . . It’s not because we don’t want them! It is because they are not yet ready to accept the obligations of the Treaty. . . . Great Britain dreams of breaking up the Common Market. . . . No chance! We battled first for the Common Market. It will not exist the moment we no longer oblige our partners to include agriculture, which is not yet anything more than phrases. . . . Once the Common Market is constructed in an irreversible manner, then we shall see.\textsuperscript{31}

Geopolitical issues like the MLF and Bahama Accords, de Gaulle added, were an entirely separate subject.\textsuperscript{32}

   Hours before the 14 January 1963 press conference, as well as at a Cabinet meeting nine days later, de Gaulle again justified the veto before his closest advisers. He concluded by remarking that the British might well be invited to join once the CAP was irreversibly established:

   Before any association with England and any tariff negotiations with the United States, the essential thing is to first put the Common Market in place. Once this is done, we will see about reaching accords with others. . . . There will be no association with the Common Market, nor modifications of its functioning, without first establishing the agricultural system.\textsuperscript{33}

Full adaptation to the CAP, in de Gaulle’s view, was the necessary precondition for EEC membership. “Britain will enter,” he affirmed, “when the Commonwealth has been dismantled.”\textsuperscript{34} At the 23 January Cabinet meeting, de Gaulle touched on geopolitical and domestic political arguments advanced by Adenauer, and he then unambiguously reemphasized the primacy of agriculture:

\textsuperscript{30} This is quite consistent with the interpretation advanced in this paper. Macmillan and de Gaulle both saw bilateral nuclear cooperation as a quid pro quo to induce de Gaulle to pursue a policy that he, for other reasons, was disinclined to follow. In other words, bilateral nuclear cooperation was a tactical move, not the central issue in the negotiations.


\textsuperscript{32} Ibid., pp. 335–336, also p. 350.

\textsuperscript{33} Ibid., p. 377. In repeated references to the Commonwealth, de Gaulle rarely mentions its political content, focusing his criticism instead on the economic implications of the system of “Imperial Preference.” Ibid., pp. 150, 304, 333, 358.

\textsuperscript{34} Ibid., p. 377.
But let’s not forget the essential thing. The essential thing is that once they enter, the British and their group of satellites would want to reopen issues already resolved among the Six, but this time with a majority that would not want to construct a Europe in the spirit with which one has begun to do it among the Six.  

Similarly, at a Cabinet meeting on 30 January 1963 de Gaulle stated:

If Britain had asked to accept the Treaty of Rome and all its rules, including the CAP, we would have welcomed them with open arms...For us, the essential thing is to maintain the Common Market; for the English, the essential thing is to twist its rules.

Throughout, de Gaulle made no explicit link to geopolitical implications. Three years later, on the brink of the “empty chair” crisis, he recalled that “if the British had entered the Common Market, there would have been an immediate treaty revision—at least the five other partners would have been willing.”

Foreign diplomatic analyses of de Gaulle’s statements further confirm the primacy of commercial interests in his thinking. Consider, for example, the West German records of de Gaulle’s statements during the critical seven-month period from December 1962 through June 1963. In a discussion with West German leaders, de Gaulle stressed that an “industrial trade arrangement with England could easily be reached,” but not within the EEC, because “agriculture is a French vital interest and for France to maintain its agriculture with England as a member, England would have to stop being England”—in which context he noted the importance of GATT. In his first face-to-face discussion with Adenauer following the veto, de Gaulle stressed that the “critical point” was the lack of British commitment to a “real Common Market,” meaning one with a “common external tariff” and “common rules... particularly in agriculture.” Without these, an EEC based on “economic interests” would collapse. He added that “the Six had not completed the Common Market,” and there was “much still to decide, particularly in agriculture” before others could be admitted. At no point did he explicitly link the EEC to European or Franco-West German political cooperation, let alone invoke these goals as “vital interests” behind the EEC. In discussions with West

---

35. Ibid., p. 366.
36. Ibid., p. 372.
39. AAP, 1963, Doc. 43. For Couve de Murville’s similar view, see Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, p. 303.
German Foreign Minister Gerhard Schröder, de Gaulle termed the CAP “a matter of life and death” for France. Without it, “France would be pressured by its agricultural sector and would then have no more interest in the Common Market.” This in turn implied the exclusion of Britain.\textsuperscript{40} In December 1962, a source “pretty certain” of de Gaulle’s intentions noted that the General’s primary concern was that British entry might destroy the existing EEC by integrating the Commonwealth—a fear that could only reflect commercial concerns.\textsuperscript{41} Commenting on de Gaulle’s motivations, the British am-

\textsuperscript{40. AAP, 1963, Doc. 39. Also Ibid., Doc. 32, which records De Gaulle confiding privately (‘not by accident,’ the interlocutor notes) that Britain would probably enter in some years, after the EEC became more firmly established. He clarifies that in three years—that is, 1966, the year in which CAP financing arrangements were scheduled to be complete, though they would not in fact be completed until 1970—Britain would have the opportunity either to accept all of the Rome Treaty or definitively refuse to do so.  

\textsuperscript{41. Ibid., Doc. 21. Other published West German documents generally support this view, though scattered references support the importance of geopolitical vision: The West German summary of de Gaulle’s 14 January 1963 press conference remarks on Britain, like the original, is concerned primarily with economic matters, without any explicit link to the United States or to geopolitical issues. Yet, four days after the negotiations, State Secretary Lahr speculated that while de Gaulle sought to dominate the EEC in order to pursue a “17th century mercantilist” policy vis-à-vis the United States, the tedious discussions on economic issues had in the end been about whether France was willing to share a leadership role in Europe. It is unclear on what basis he reached this judgment. Ibid., Doc. 34. When Couve was asked bluntly by Spaak at the first meeting of ministers after the press conference whether the French veto was economically or geopolitically motivated, he recommended that the Commission summarize the state of the negotiations, focusing not on the specifics of the negotiations, but on “the whole problem” still left to negotiate and “keeping in mind that the development of the EEC is not yet complete.” Ibid., Doc. 60. Ambassador Blankenhorn in Paris noted the inability and unwillingness of Britain to accommodate the economic demands of EEC membership, particularly in agriculture, yet he claimed that de Gaulle was motivated by British behavior at Nassau—an assumption we now know to be incorrect—and by a desire to establish a “continental-European power bloc.” Yet both of the quotations from de Gaulle cited by Blankenhorn as evidence for the importance of geopolitical concerns, including one from the press conference (the “Trojan horse” remark), in fact deal explicitly with trade rather than geopolitics—an example of the success of de Gaulle’s “deliberate deception.” Ibid., Doc. 94. The West German ambassador in Brussels speculated that de Gaulle would not reverse his position quickly, because excluding Britain is part of his “central political conception.” Ibid., Doc. 78. The French ambassador to West Germany (de Margerie) told Adenauer that he sensed that de Gaulle’s desire to kill the negotiations with a public announcement, rather than waiting for their “natural death,” reflected his anger about Nassau—but he concedes that no one can know. Adenauer later repeated this view, but did not voice an opinion on the underlying reasons for French opposition. Ibid., Doc. 75, also Doc. 170. In response to a question from Adenauer about whether Nassau “embarrassed” de Gaulle, the General stated that he was somewhat cool to Macmillan at the very end of earlier Rambouillet talks on the British membership bid, because Macmillan did not tell him about his plans at Nassau. This recollection is not, however, linked to the veto itself. Ibid., Doc. 43. De Gaulle and Adenauer noted that the British did not think in a “European” way on security issues, but they did not link this explicitly to the EEC. Ibid., Docs. 37, 39. West German Foreign Minister Schröder was uncertain whether the claim that the EEC should have a “European personality” was meant in an economic or geopolitical way. Ibid., Doc. 85, also Kusterer, Kanzler, p. 317. Hermann Kusterer, Adenauer’s translator (but himself pro-Gaullist and a self-styled pro-Gaullist political “romantic”) records that de Gaulle sought to employ the Franco-West German Treaty to rekindle interest in political union, but offers no evidence. Kusterer, Kanzler, pp. 328ff. The retrospective opinions of British officials and politi-
bassador observed: “The French felt that a new member should not come into an unfinished club.”

Further diplomatic evidence of de Gaulle’s overriding concern about British policy on the CAP comes from verbatim transcripts of bilateral summits between de Gaulle and Macmillan in 1962. These transcripts reveal a substantial convergence of British and French geopolitical and ideological interests in many areas, particularly after the evident failure of the Fouchet Plan. In each of these discussions, de Gaulle pressed Macmillan on agriculture, while the British leader resisted. Consistent with British strategy, which sought to offset de Gaulle’s fundamental objections (Macmillan apparently was not sure whether they were economic or geopolitical) with geopolitical concessions (possibly even on nuclear weapons), Macmillan raised security issues. The two leaders consistently found they had more in common on geopolitical matters than on commercial questions. They agreed in their opposition to supranational institutions, on British support for modest steps toward political cooperation, and on the failure of the Fouchet Plan.

At the Château de Champs summit of June 1962, de Gaulle began the meeting by emphasizing the French imperative to export agricultural goods and by insistently raising the issue of Commonwealth commodity imports, which he termed “the most fundamental” issue. Macmillan, appearing not to understand the centrality of agriculture to de Gaulle’s position and surely hoping that British concessions on defense cooperation would overcome de Gaulle’s objections, insisted on transitional arrangements in agriculture and hinted several times that Britain would refuse to pay more than its “fair share” for the CAP. He rejected de Gaulle’s suggestion that Commonwealth imports be limited only to tropical products like cocoa and coffee and reiterated the centrality of beef and wheat exports for the British Commonwealth. Consis-

cians, who had the least reason to know de Gaulle’s true views, were split. Some British officials concluded that it was in the end the issue of financial regulation of agriculture—not Commonwealth preferences per se—that was the “sticking point” or “Achilles heel.” Others said that France sought to block formation of an Anglo-West German coalition. Macmillan seems to have accepted the primacy of agriculture in retrospect. Horne, Harold Macmillan, Vol. 2, p. 428; Lamb, Macmillan Years, p. 197, also pp. 201–202; and Willis, France, Germany and the New Europe, pp. 299–305. When de Gaulle vetoed Harold Wilson’s tentative move toward a membership bid in 1967, Wilson believed that this was because Pompidou had raised economic objections. Philip Ziegler, Wilson: The Authorized Biography (London: Harper/Collins, 1995), p. 356.

42 Dixon, Double Diploma, p. 304.
43 This is conceded by Vaisse, La grandeur, pp. 193–194, 206–208, yet he inexplicably disregards it and other similar evidence in drawing his conclusion that de Gaulle’s policy was overwhelmingly motivated by geopolitical vision. Ibid., p. 208.
tent with Britain’s strategy of seeking a geopolitical quid pro quo, Macmillan tried to shift the conversation away from “less important” economic issues, only to have the General shift it back. 45

When de Gaulle permitted the discussion to move on to geopolitics, the two leaders found themselves in closer agreement. De Gaulle asserted that his predecessors created the EEC for political ends, but that the supranational institutions should be replaced by intergovernmental cooperation among the larger powers of Europe—a position close to Macmillan’s. (On the issue of supranational institutions, the Peyrefitte Memorandum had acknowledged the “paradoxical” fact—that is, a fact troubling for French diplomacy—that the French European ideal resembled that of Britain like a “sister.” 46) De Gaulle added that for security vis-à-vis the Soviet Union it would probably be better to have the British in the EEC and conceded that “in the last resort” France had more confidence in Britain than in West Germany. When the General asked Macmillan whether Britain was ready to adopt a European attitude on these issues, Macmillan assured him that Britain was prepared to strengthen the European end of the NATO alliance—a position hardly different, after all, from that of West Germany, though of course not that of de Gaulle. Both agreed that progress toward deeper political cooperation in Europe was unlikely, and that in economic areas the major obstacle to British membership was its “many ties outside Europe.” 47 Macmillan nonetheless declared his willingness to sign the Fouchet Plan—a willingness he reiterated six months later. 48 Macmillan emerged optimistic, believing that Anglo-


46. The phrase “une soeur” is cited in Jouve, Le Général de Gaulle, Vol. 2, p. 495. The similarity of British and French attitudes toward the EEC was noted at the time by outside observers. Josef Luns called for the participation of Britain in the Fouchet Plan, remarking: “If we are going to make Europe in the English manner, we might as well do it with England.” Lacouture, De Gaulle, Vol. 2, p. 525n. A seasoned and sophisticated observer of French foreign policy, Alfred Grosser remarked later that if de Gaulle had genuinely sought to emasculate supranational institutions, he would have done better to choose London than Bonn as his ally. Alfred Grosser, La Politique Extérieure de la Ve République (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1965) p. 140. De la Serre, by contrast, interprets the transcript of this meeting as demonstrating that de Gaulle took the initiative in raising security issues, but does not explain how she reached this conclusion. See de la Serre, “De Gaulle et la candidature britannique,” pp. 193–194.


French agreement on three major points—that Britain would renounce preferential trading rights with the Commonwealth, that a common agricultural policy was essential for France, and that France and Britain must cooperate on nuclear weapons to form the “backbone of a European defense”—would secure British membership. De Gaulle, by contrast, concluded that Great Britain “is on the way to Europe but has not yet arrived.”

The Anglo-French summit at Rambouillet in mid-December 1962 demonstrated the primacy of commercial concerns even more decisively than the summit at Champs did. By the end of 1962, the Fouchet Plan was dead, yet de Gaulle’s opposition to British membership only hardened. Whereas at the former summit de Gaulle still occasionally spoke of the Fouchet Plan and foreign policy cooperation as ends in themselves (alongside more prominent economic interests), six months later he had given up on them entirely. He admitted to Macmillan: “I tried—without success—to give Europe a political structure.” In explaining his continuing opposition to British membership, he stressed instead the difficulty of implementing the CAP in a Common Market that included Britain:

Detailed arrangements among the Six were required to apply the Treaty of Rome, but the adhesion of Great Britain would require a completely different application. This is not impossible, but we would have to build a different construction, unless Britain was to enter the Community as it is. . . . This would surely end by establishing a new common market, one entirely different from that which exists today.

Macmillan immediately noted the shift in position and recognized the potentially fatal threat to his underlying strategy of using British concessions on foreign policy cooperation to overcome French economic and political objections:

51. DDF, Vol. 2, p. 544. De Gaulle repeats himself on p. 545 and elsewhere. The West Germans, de Gaulle also observes, invoked relations with the Americans; the Belgians and Dutch invoked the British.
52. Ibid., pp. 545–546. Such statements on the potential evolution of the Common Market have been widely interpreted (e.g., de la Serre, “De Gaulle et la candidature britannique,” p. 196) as references to failed foreign policy cooperation under the Fouchet Plan—that is, with Britain, political cooperation would be impossible. Such an interpretation is untenable in context. There is no doubt about the central role of agriculture and the economic, not geopolitical, nature of the future policies to which de Gaulle was referring here. To describe the consequences of British accession, he employed a phrase that, as we have seen, appears repeatedly in Peyrefitte’s detailed record of confidential discussions as an explicit reference to agriculture. British membership
I am stupefied and profoundly injured by your statement. Six months ago at Champs you expressed doubts about Great Britain’s European vocation and underscored that the Treaty of Rome aimed indirectly at the creation of political union. . . . [Now you] declare at once that the Fouchet Plan is dead and that Britain cannot enter the Common Market. For me this is a very grave disappointment; all our efforts were in vain.53

De Gaulle did not deny it:

I myself haven’t renounced the expectation of someday seeing European political union. But I must admit that, until today, nothing real has been achieved. . . . As for the Fouchet Plan, it can’t be realized now. . . . Maybe [the Six] will decide someday [but] the existence of an economic agreement hasn’t changed a thing.54

It was “not possible for Britain to enter tomorrow,” de Gaulle concluded.55 Why? To judge from the transcript, de Gaulle’s primary concern was that Britain would revise or block further development of the CAP and dissolve the existing Common Market into an Atlantic trading area—a suspicion fueled by Macmillan’s continued insistence, as at Champs, that (consistent with the GATT) CAP prices not be raised so high that they would divert imports. More than once de Gaulle singled out this claim for rebuttal.56 Only after EEC policies were definitively established, de Gaulle averred, could Britain and the Scandinavian countries enter.57 Elsewhere in the Rambouillet discussions, de Gaulle did mention British and American nuclear forces, as well as NATO, but nowhere—in striking contrast to repeated references at Champs—did he link any of these considerations to his veto of British membership.

“would in the end give rise to a different Common Market.” Pompidou, as discussed below, used a similar phrase in the same negotiations to refer to the CAP. At times de la Serre overcomes the lack of documentary evidence through sheer speculation. After one phrase in which de Gaulle explicitly argued that British accession would undermine French interests, de la Serre adds: “It goes without saying that opposition to the MLF was inspired by the same purposes and principles.” De la Serre, “De Gaulle et la candidature brittanique,” p. 197. The futility of British negotiations from the start is supported by much of the newest archival scholarship. See, for example, Lee, “Germany and the First Enlargement Negotiations,” p. 17.

53. DDF, Vol. 2, p. 546. De Gaulle’s claim was “a most serious statement,” Macmillan further noted, because it implied (correctly) that de Gaulle had harbored fundamental objections to British membership from the start and had therefore been negotiating in bad faith. Record of Meeting at Rambouillet, December 1962, PRO, PREM 11/4230. See also Newhouse, De Gaulle, p. 209.
55. PRO, PREM 11/4230.
57. PRO, PREM 11/4230.
Thus Macmillan and de Gaulle found themselves playing out an ironic reversal of roles. The British prime minister repeatedly and enthusiastically hailed political cooperation, reaffirming Britain’s willingness to participate in the Fouchet Plan. (The two also voiced their shared opposition to supranational institutions.) Yet, aside from one general query, de Gaulle displayed little interest in exploring such ideas. Instead he redirected each of Macmillan’s “optimistic” calls for European political cooperation back toward commercial, above all agricultural, concerns. After Macmillan waxed at length about the potential for political cooperation, de Gaulle responded laconically: “I believe Britain has become more European than she was. Yet I can tell that she is not yet willing to accept the Common Market as it is.” When Macmillan countered by explicitly requesting that the Fouchet Plan be revived, de Gaulle simply stated: “The agricultural problem for France is fundamental.”

In a confidential post-mortem (held before anything was known about the Nassau Agreement) de Gaulle summarized his position: Macmillan, he acknowledged, was willing to move in France’s direction on foreign policy—”Macmillan...is willing to sign the Fouchet Plan with his eyes closed”—but France could accept British membership only after the Common Market had been irreversibly established.

Contemporaneous statements by de Gaulle’s ministers similarly reveal the overriding importance of commercial concerns. No statements of

58. *DDF*, Vol. 2, 546–547. De Gaulle summarized his position: “It was difficult to elaborate the Treaty of Rome and the resulting regulations are complex. It is thus necessary not to call this into question . . . France is notably preoccupied with agricultural trade.”


60. This article does not rely on ex post speculation, even by participants. It is worth noting, however, that some ministers subsequently conjectured that de Gaulle’s overall world view privileged geopolitics, but most such references tend to be vague, sometimes even self-avowedly romantic conjectures. This is necessarily true, since control over foreign policy was very tightly held under de Gaulle and most associates were in no position to judge de Gaulle’s true views. Newhouse, *De Gaulle*, pp. 107–108, 176. Hence such speculations should not divert us from the assessment of detailed factual reconstruction of French decision-making. Sketchy or speculative are the following: Edgar Pisani, in *Le général indirisé* (Paris: A. Michel, 1974), pp. 77–82, 89–90, 102–105, and generally pp. 85–113, presents a conjectural interpretation of the “profound realities” of de Gaulle’s thought, stressing de Gaulle’s geopolitical vision of Europe and his commitment to Franco-German relations. Pisani insists that his analysis is not based on notes, records, or facts, but on his own spiritual and emotional sympathy with his “great patron’s” public and private utterances. It is clear, however, that Pisani was not in the inner circle of deliberations and not fully informed of the impending veto of Britain. His uncritical acceptance of the importance of Nassau is, as we shall see below, clearly erroneous. (Indeed, Peyrefitte—undoubtedly far closer to de Gaulle—occasionally ridicules Pisani in his memoirs.) As we shall see in more detail below, the
French decision making at the time link the British veto to geopolitics; most explicitly stress commercial concerns. The following examples are representative. As early as October 1960, Robert Marjolin, the relatively Atlanticist Frenchman serving as an EEC Commissioner, told a British official that British membership was not possible because West Germany and others would also demand agricultural concessions, thereby undermining the EEC and inducing French withdrawal.61 In January 1963 the public statements of the prime minister and foreign minister stressed agriculture. Georges Pompidou told the British during the Rambouillet conference of December 1962 that “the whole point was that the French did not want to renegotiate the entire EEC agricultural policy in eight years.”62 When asked at the time to account for the French veto, Couve de Murville responded:

The answer is simple. The entire history of international cooperation in agricultural matters consists of promises [that] put off future transformations. . . . The keystone [is] the financial provision. . . . It is evident that we could not have let a new member enter . . . without having settled in the most precise manner this essential matter.63


62. Newhouse, De Gaulle, p. 210. Newhouse’s dismissal of Pompidou’s remark to the British as “somewhat irrelevant” is typical of the offhand way in which geopolitical interpretations dismiss the preponderance of evidence supporting a commercial interpretation. It is particularly curious in this context, since Newhouse has just noted that de Gaulle had just “come to the point” by raising agricultural issues.
63. Silj, “Europe’s Political Puzzle,” pp. 89–90 (original citation in English). In the final session of the negotiations, on 29 January, Couve added: “It’s being said here that we, the French, are the ones who broke off the negotiations, and thus must take responsibility for action which would have grave consequences. In fact, we merely noted that the negotiations had been making no progress since October, and simply said that it was better to face up to the facts. The facts are that Britain, at present, is not in a state to accept the discipline of the Rome Treaty, notably of carrying out the Community’s common agricultural policy.” Nora Beloff, The General Says No: Britain’s Exclusion from Europe (Hammondsworth: Penguin, 1965), p. 14 (original citation in English). This remained Couve de Murville’s view thereafter. See Institut Charles de Gaulle, ed., De Gaulle en son siècle, Vol. 5, p. 194; Charlton, Price of Victory, p. 236. See also Horne, Harold Macmillan, Vol. 2, pp. 429–432, 444–447; AAP, 1963, Docs. 17, 30; and Lamb, Macmillan Years, pp. 168–170.
De Gaulle’s agricultural minister, Edgar Pisani, quotes the General as saying: “France is not opposed to British entry into the EEC, but it refuses to permit such entry to call into question the CAP. When Britain accepts all the rules, everything will be fine.”64 In one diplomatic meeting, Pisani is reported to have “compared the probable fate of the agricultural policy in an enlarged Community to that of an artichoke being eaten one leaf at a time.”65 Debré’s assessment, an after-the-fact recollection, is more ambiguous. However, consistent with the commercial interpretation, he notes that France wanted Britain to join for reasons of “principle,” since it would be a staunchly anti-federalist ally, but “national interests” did not permit British membership at the time.66

When the government of Harold Wilson raised the issue of British membership again in 1967, the initial concern of the French was that Wilson, though ostensibly committed to a measure of European technological and political independence, insisted that the CAP would not apply to Britain as it did to others.67 After reviewing economic arguments against British membership—threats to the CAP and the instability of the pound—de Gaulle concluded:

I have a mixed impression. Undoubtedly the British are showing a new, sympathetic disposition. Yet, as soon as one turns to the subject, as soon as one speaks of agriculture [and] Sterling, one realizes that the British, if they

64. Pisani, Le général indivis, p. 102, also pp. 99–102. Pisani’s advice at the time, as agriculture minister, was that even if the British accepted the CAP, their anti-agricultural preferences would call into question implementation of the 1962 agricultural agreement. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, p. 157. Pompidou is cited by Bodenheimer, who adds a conjecture, unsupported by evidence, that de Gaulle was motivated by geopolitical vision. See Susanne J. Bodenheimer, Political Union: A Microcosm of European Politics (Leyden: Sijthoff, 1967), p. 127; see also Silj, “Europe’s Political Puzzle,” pp. 90ff; Gladwin Jebb, The Memoirs of Lord Gladwin, (New York: Weybright and Talley, 1972), pp. 292ff. Lacouret, De Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 353; and Marjolin, Le travail d’une vie, pp. 315, 335, 353, cf. 353–354. De Gaulle’s prime minister and successor as president, Georges Pompidou, maintained later that the veto forestalled an Anglo-West German alliance to undermine CAP financing. Overall, there is little reason that these officials should cover up by offering an economic interpretation, since geopolitical motivations were viewed as more legitimate at the time. Couve de Murville in particular would have every incentive to exaggerate the geopolitical elements, since a decisive role for the Nassau agreement would absolve him of widespread charges of diplomatic duplicity. See, for example, Paul-Henri Spaak, Combats inachevés, 2 vols. (Paris: Fayard, 1969), Vol. 2, p. 401. Prate, Batailles économiques, pp. 62–64, speculates that political factors were “undoubtedly primary” in de Gaulle’s veto of Britain, citing the Nassau agreement—a claim we know to be incorrect—and adds that economics, particularly agriculture, had a “great weight.” This judgment is unsupported by any evidence, and Prate did not participate in the decision to veto.


force the door of the Common Market, will upset the deal. They will become, for a thousand reasons, the dominant element, and turn it their way.68

De Gaulle rejected this British “dominance”—understood not as politico-military preeminence, but as the critical veto player in European bargaining over commercial issues. Britain threatened French commercial interests not just in Europe, but globally. In this regard, de Gaulle spoke of American “hegemony” as a purely commercial phenomenon, parallel to American military hegemony, but in no explicit sense linked or reducible to it.

If the British enter, complications will arise! . . . We reject a slide toward a free trade zone, which would inevitably transform the GATT into an Atlantic zone. We don’t want an Atlantic zone! . . . The Common Market, it’s a common external tariff. The Americans want to subsume it into a vast zone where it can effortlessly exercise economic hegemony, just as it exercises politico-military hegemony through NATO.69

These citations are representative. A few half-sentences aside, Peyrefitte’s record of French Cabinet discussions on the second British bid for membership reveals only scattered references to geopolitical or ideological considerations, each clearly secondary to the discussion of economics.70

Even de Gaulle’s memoirs, written years later with what Stanley Hoffmann terms a deliberately “theatrical” intent, focus on the realization of French commercial objectives, notably in agriculture. To be sure, when discussing NATO and nuclear weapons, de Gaulle’s memoirs dwell on geopolitical and ideological disagreements with the British and sometimes refer to the problems of divergent national characters. De Gaulle mentions in passing the threat of an “Atlantic system.” Yet none of this is linked to the EEC. By contrast, de Gaulle’s direct, detailed discussion of French opposition to

68. Ibid., p. 267. At the very least, this discussion, which evidently took place before de Gaulle asked for general comments, clearly demonstrates that economic concerns were sufficient to motivate a second veto.


70. Ibid., pp. 261–274. In 13 pages of discussion, there are only two exceptions. First, a brief discussion of “political” interests by de Gaulle (p. 270), which typically speaks of “political will” without any concrete reference to foreign policy cooperation. The passage is certainly vague compared to de Gaulle’s discussion, immediately preceding, of “concrete and insurmountable” economic problems. Second, Edgar Faure (p. 268) briefly mentions Britain’s dependence on the United States, but this is immediately balanced by the geopolitical advantages of British membership on the issue of supranational institutions and the possibility that Britain will be wooed away from the United States, plus a much longer and more detailed discussion of French agricultural interests. All this, it should be added, is quite clearly separate from the discussion (pp. 271ff) of how to sell the decision publicly by invoking the ideal of “Europe.”
British EEC membership immediately follows his analysis of French attitudes toward the CAP and focuses almost exclusively and quite unambiguously on French commercial interests. 71 Economic issues, according to de Gaulle, were central, for “without the common tariff and agricultural preference, there could be no valid European Community.”72 As elsewhere, the memoirs refer consistently to economic union as the current reality but political union as only a distant possibility; thus the issue was “British entry into the economic and—should it materialize—the political community.”73 Signs of confidence that political union was likely to emerge, let alone a correspondingly detailed and concrete discussion of the potential geopolitical implications of the EEC, are absent from de Gaulle’s memoirs, as they are from records of his cabinet meetings and diplomatic interactions.

In scattered passages of these sessions, de Gaulle mentions geopolitical differences with Britain in the context of the EEC, yet these do not add up to a convincing case for geopolitical influence. Geopolitical interests—if they are mentioned at all—are invariably treated more vaguely and ambiguously than economic concerns, and very rarely is any link drawn to European integration.74 As in his memoirs, De Gaulle invariably treats economic interest as a sufficient justification for French veto of Britain, and depicts political union as a secondary aspiration. Not a single passage, quoted in context, clearly supports the view that de Gaulle’s concerns about British membership were primarily geopolitical, or that geopolitics was necessary to motivate the veto. In discussions of the EU, geopolitics is at most secondary, and generally absent.75 Typical is de Gaulle’s remark of 9 January 1963: “As regards British entry . . . it is impossible for reasons specific to the Common Market. And, if there remains any doubt, it should have been assuaged by [what] the British accepted at Nassau.”76

71. For passing references to “Atlantic system,” see de Gaulle, Mémoires d’espoir, Vol. I, pp. 181–182, whereas for a detailed, unambiguous discussion of commerce, see pp. 198–200. There is no comparable discussion of Britain and political cooperation.


73. Ibid., p. 208.


75. See Ibid., pp. 302, 332–347, 377, and Ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 224–225. See also Silj, “Europe’s Political Puzzle,” pp. 87–88; and Grosser, Politique Extérieure, pp. 102–104. De Gaulle was quite aware that a veto would anger other governments, but this was of less concern to him than containing British opposition to the CAP. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 219–221, also Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 110, 150, 372. Of special interest is Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 348, 429. In the latter passage, de Gaulle states “It is because the English were not willing to enter a political union that, ultimately, they could not enter the economic union.” Yet de Gaulle refers here not to foreign and defense policy cooperation, but to “the political will [volonté politique] required for “economic unification [unification économique.”

76. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, p. 350. This is taken from De Gaulle’s final Cabinet statement of French policy, where he also argues, “We have arrived at the moment when we need to admit...
Only four statements by de Gaulle even begin to suggest a significant geopolitical interest in motivating the British veto. Each is vague, ambiguous, and isolated, and together they do not come close to outweighing the mass of evidence presented above. In the interest of balance, however let us consider each in detail.

The first piece of evidence, de Gaulle’s strongest recorded statement of French geopolitical interest in rejecting British EC membership, simultaneously denies the primacy of geopolitics. When de Gaulle was asked privately by Peyrefitte in December 1962 whether he planned to stress geopolitics in his press conference, he replied:

> Of course not. The question of Britain in the Common Market alone suffices. But there is an implicit link. We will reject the system proposed by the Americans, because we do not want to depend on them. If the British feel differently, it is a sign that they do not yet have a European vocation. . . . There is no question of giving the Americans our atomic bombs and Mirage IVs.77

Whatever the implicit link to geopolitics, de Gaulle leaves little doubt here that commercial interests are sufficient to motivate a veto.

De Gaulle’s second remark was uttered in passing during a confidential discussion in mid-1963. He observed:

> The EEC is not an end in itself. It must transform itself into a political community. . . . It is because the British were not willing to enter a political community that they were not allowed into the economic community. Political will is the spirit behind economic unification. . . . But it will be perhaps 50 years before there is a real political community.78

Here it remains unclear whether the term “political community” refers to diplomatic and defense cooperation or simply to the political will to make concessions. In this context de Gaulle often used the phrase in the latter sense, which lends support to a commercial interpretation. In any case, the reference to the need to wait a half century for political union suggests he was speculating about the future, not discussing the present—since, as we have seen, de Gaulle expected Britain to enter the EEC within a decade, a goal he that one cannot square the circle. If the British impose their conditions, the Common Market disappears and we need a different treaty. If the British accept the treaty like the others, the House of Commons would block it. The Five have never liked our agriculture. To prevent the Common Market from including agriculture (as we saw last January) they seek to annoy us with these agricultural regulations that they are obliged to create but haven’t created yet.” *Ibid.*, p. 350, also pp. 333–334.


moved to promote after 1968. This is consistent with the view, supported by much evidence above, that European economic cooperation was an immediate reality, whereas political cooperation was a future aspiration.

In a third remark, uttered in early 1963, de Gaulle observed the following of British membership:

Europe would dissolve like sugar in coffee! The Anglo-Saxons want a Europe . . . without frontiers. A British Europe. . . . In reality this is a Europe of the Americans. A Europe of multinationals. A Europe that, in its economy, and even more in defense and politics, would be placed under inexorable American hegemony. 79

This quotation offers at most ambiguous support for a geopolitical—or here mercantilist—interpretation. It suggests that autonomous economic prosperity is required for geopolitical reasons. Yet it also suggests that de Gaulle’s real fear is of American multinationals, not American missiles. Although the geopolitical interpretation is intriguing, there exists little other documentary evidence to support a consistent mercantilist interpretation of de Gaulle’s motivations—an issue I treat in more detail in the conclusion of this article.

Finally, a fourth remark invokes the metaphor of an American Trojan horse. As we have seen, de Gaulle’s sporadic references to Britain’s alignment with a threatening “Anglo-American giant,” to “American colonization,” and to “American hegemony” are often treated as prima facie evidence of ideological or geopolitical motivation. Read in context, however, most such references that are linked directly to the EEC are explicitly tied to GATT and trade policy, not politico-military issues. 80 (Metaphors of the latter kind tend to arise only, and appropriately, in de Gaulle’s discussions of NATO and the MLF.) There is, however, one exception—a remark made in confidence to Peyrefitte prior to the January 1963 press conference:

I have taken the decision to shut the door of the Common Market to the English both because they are not ready to enter economically and because they are not ready politically. I felt that Macmillan would let himself get tied up at Nassau. . . . If Britain enters the Common Market, she would be nothing more than a Trojan horse of the Americans. That is to say that Europe renounces its independence. 81

79. Ibid., p. 367.
80. Ibid., pp. 354—355; and Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 25. For an ambiguous passage, see Ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 32—34.
81. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, p. 348. When asked by Peyrefitte whether this was what he was going to say on 14 January, he replied “Not like that!” This is the only passage I have uncovered suggesting any discrepancy between de Gaulle’s private and public statements.
This metaphorical statement, almost alone in the written record of de Gaulle’s utterances, implies a direct link between geopolitical ideology and the veto, but it still grants commercial concerns at least equal status. Nothing here denies the sufficiency of commercial concerns as a motivation to veto British membership.

To my knowledge, these four remarks are the only published utterances by de Gaulle that explicitly cast doubt on the dominance of French commercial interests in his motivations for the veto of Britain. I have deliberately exaggerated the importance of this modest, ambiguous, and contradictory body of counterevidence by citing it in its entirety. Perhaps, indeed, a secondary motivation for the veto was geopolitical. Yet these isolated quotations certainly do not outweigh the thousands of words from dozens of passages in which de Gaulle affirms that commercial considerations were the dominant reason for his veto of British membership.

The timing of French policy decisions further confirms the primacy of commercial interests over geopolitics as a motivation for the veto of Britain. Four considerations are salient here.

First, the timing of the decision permits us to reject outright the long-asserted causal link between de Gaulle’s veto and the Anglo-American agreement at Nassau to transfer American-made Polaris missiles to Britain for deployment on submarines. Historians now agree that the General repeatedly hinted at the veto many months in advance and announced his final decision to do so at a Cabinet meeting on 17 December 1962—a few days before the U.S.-British summit at Nassau and a full week before the French government had completed its analysis of it. Neither the Anglo-American conference nor de Gaulle’s sense of “betrayal” by Macmillan could have played any role in the decision. The recollections of French participants support this conclusion. De Gaulle himself dismissed any link between the two events. Even Vaisse, otherwise convinced of the priority of geopolitics, con-

82. There is, as we have seen, considerable mention of geopolitical convergence of interest between Britain and France, particularly on the question of supranational institutions—a point underscored by the discussion of Anglo-French bilateral discussions analyzed in the text below. For acknowledgment of this within a geopolitical interpretation, see de la Serre, “De Gaulle et la candidature britannique,” pp. 200–201.

83. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, p. 335. Peyrefitte adds: “We must redress the incorrect idea . . . among historians . . . that the Nassau Accord decided de Gaulle.” Also Maillard, De Gaulle et l’Europe, p. 184n. I have uncovered similarly little evidence to support Lacouture’s conjecture that de Gaulle changed his mood in response to the proclamation of Kennedy’s “grand design,” the psychological state induced by de Gaulle’s triumphal tour of West Germany (“which brought his superiority complex to a height”), or the Skybolt crisis. Lacouture’s conjecture about the triumphal tour is another example of how geopolitical interpretations must resort to assuming irrational or intemperate behavior on de Gaulle’s part in order to explain his actions. Nor is there concrete evidence of a connection with the Skybolt crisis, or even difficulties over the details of
cedes that Nassau was no more than a “pretext.” For similar reasons, we may dismiss any link between the veto and misunderstandings over bilateral nuclear cooperation that may have arisen from the meeting between de Gaulle and Macmillan in December.

Second, commercial and domestic electoral concerns best account for the precise timing of the veto. Having broken with pro-European parties and having emerged from the parliamentary elections of November 1962 with an unexpectedly strong majority, de Gaulle could now afford the criticism brought on by an outright veto—a calculus predicted by the British ambassador and some French officials several months previously. At the same time, the negotiations themselves were moving toward agreement, despite French efforts to stall them. Had de Gaulle waited until an agreement was on the table—most likely in a few months—the diplomatic costs of a veto would surely have been even higher. As Leon Lindberg and Stuart Scheingold first observed, and historians are increasingly coming to accept, de Gaulle vetoed not because the negotiations were about to fail, but because they were about to succeed.

Third, commercial concerns best account for the remarkable continuity of French policy from the Fourth to the Fifth Republic. The rise of Anglo-French friction in the late 1950s and early 1960s is often presented as evidence of de Gaulle’s particular antipathy to the Anglo-Americans—as if opposition to British membership or association was a Gaullist innovation. This conclusion is dubious at best. Despite a reversal of geopolitical vision, there was near total continuity in policy toward British involvement in the EEC between the Fourth and Fifth Republics. Once the Treaty of Rome was signed, Fourth Republic governments were just as skeptical as de Gaulle concerning cooperation with Britain, particularly in agriculture. Officials under the Fourth Republic—including Peyrefitte, then at the Quai d’Orsay—were already preparing to obstruct FTA negotiations with Britain. The parliamentary committee that considered the FTA in the closing days of the Fourth Republic had concluded, according to two observers, that the “concrete objections to a free trade area,” including declining French influence over EEC economic policy, “outweighed the less well-defined political gains” from cooperation with the

Commonwealth agriculture, which were on the verge of resolution. See also Lacouture, De Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 331–337; and de la Serre, “De Gaulle et la candidature britannique,” p. 196.

84. Vaisse, La grandeur, 220.
85. On this point, Newhouse is compelling. See Newhouse, De Gaulle, pp. 207–211.
British. In the French Assemblée Nationale, a contemporary observer could not find “two dozen deputies” who supported an FTA with Britain; interest groups were firmly opposed. French representatives rejected British suggestions without making counterproposals—just as de Gaulle was later to do. Such continuity is consistent with a commercial interpretation of de Gaulle’s motives, yet anomalous from a geopolitical perspective.

Fourth, commercial concerns offer the only plausible explanation of the timing of the reversal in Gaullist policy at the end of de Gaulle’s presidency, a shift that culminated in the lifting of the French veto. In the late 1960s, with the CAP all but established and British industrial firms posing a much diminished threat to their French counterparts, Gaullist opposition to British membership receded. De Gaulle repeatedly observed around the time of the 1963 veto that Britain could be permitted to enter once the British commitment to Commonwealth trade had waned and, more important, once the CAP was irreversibly in place. “Within four or eight years,” de Gaulle predicted, after the Labour Party won the next election and was then followed by a Conservative government, the British would be ready for membership. This is precisely what occurred. The transition began under de Gaulle, whose proposals for closer relations with Britain led to the “Soames Affair.” When Pompidou entered office in 1969, he swiftly moved even further to accommodate the British request for membership, apparently secure in the knowledge that he had the General’s support. He did so even though the broader foreign policy line had not changed a bit. A Conservative government in Britain negotiated entry between 1970 and 1973, precisely as de Gaulle had predicted. The critical difference was the state of the CAP. Jean-Marc Boegner, a top French official throughout this period, recalls:

87. Moravcsik, Choice for Europe, chap. 2; and Lindberg, Political Dynamics, pp. 118–125. Also Jebb, Memoirs, pp. 292ff.
88. Lieber, British Politics, p. 75.
89. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, pp. 355–356. These predictions were published also in Le monde at the time.
90. Berstein, La France, p. 131; and Jean-Pierre Rioux, The Pompidou Years, 1969–1974 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 24. These authors also suggest—but only on the basis of other secondary interpretations—that Pompidou had a stronger cultural conception of Europe and was concerned to balance West German economic power. A detailed analysis of this period goes beyond the scope of this article.
91. Vaisse, La grandeur, pp. 607ff; and Michel Jobert, Mémoires d’avenir (Paris: Bernard Grasset, 1976), pp. 182–183. If any consideration other than the CAP influenced the General at this juncture, it was not a geopolitical issue, but conflict with West Germany in 1968–1969 over exchange rates. Throughout, Debré pressed de Gaulle for British entry (as he had for a decade) to bolster opposition to supranational institutions, but such an action was apparently possible only once the CAP was in place.
The 1972 enlargement . . . presented itself in an entirely different manner [from the 1961 bid]. Great Britain no longer demanded Commonwealth exceptions [for milk and sugar]. . . . But above all, the EEC had attained a level of maturity and solidity which permitted it to absorb Great Britain: the customs union and CAP had been achieved by 1968; many other treaty provisions were partially in place; finally, the Community’s international position demonstrated its cohesion and influence, due to its accords with developing countries and participation in the GATT negotiations. . . . It is important to remember in this regard that in the 1972 treaty Britain accepted all the provisions of the Treaty of Rome and the *acquis communautaire*—that is, the decisions taken in applying the treaty before its adhesion. Such a result was unimaginable in 1963.92

Such a result—British acceptance of the CAP—was “unimaginable” before 1970 not just because the British were *unwilling* to guarantee the future of the CAP in the negotiations, though that may also have been true, but because they were *unable* to do so. It was not Commonwealth imports per se, but the absence of any institutional means by which the British government could credibly commit to the establishment and financing of agricultural subsidies, as well as a corresponding EEC position in the Kennedy Round of GATT negotiations, that delayed British membership until these policies were already in place and protected by a unanimous vote.93 All of this implied a strong French interest in establishing a veto right over agricultural policy and external tariff negotiations—of which we shall see much evidence below when discussing the “empty chair” crisis.

Before turning to that crisis, however, we should finish our examination of British accession by considering the internal coherence of French policy. Although the French veto is loosely consistent with both de Gaulle’s stated opposition to Anglo-Saxon NATO leadership and his opposition to U.S. and British efforts to undermine the Common Market, three more fine-grained aspects of French policy confirm the primacy of commercial considerations.

First, only commercial concerns can explain de Gaulle’s deep-set opposition to British proposals for various schemes for a free-trade area, including those based on an agreement encompassing the seven members of the European Free Trade Area (EFTA) and the six members of the EEC. If de


93. In other words, the negotiating parties were unable to make credible commitments. On this issue more generally, see Moravcsik, *Choice for Europe*, chap. 1; and James Fearon, “Rationalist Explanations for War,” *International Organization*, Vol. 49, No. 2 (Spring 1995), pp. 379–414. This was Monnet’s analysis as well. See Pascaline Winand, “American Europeanists,” *Monnet’s Action Committee, and British Membership,* in Wilkes, ed., *Britain’s Failure*, pp. 168, 186.
Gaulle was motivated by geopolitics, why did he not offer the British an EEC-EFTA agreement, then move forward with his EEC partners toward a customs union, political union, and institutional reform? Why not accept the free trade area, then move forward on political cooperation among the Six? The commercial interpretation provides a straightforward answer. De Gaulle opposed such a course for precisely the same reason he rejected British membership in the EEC: He feared that a free trade area or a successful GATT round would undermine the incentive for West Germany to accept the CAP.94 Having vetoed British membership, de Gaulle did not assuage foreign critics by immediately calling for talks on a free trade area; instead he secured Adenauer’s support for the completion of the CAP—for which, as we are about to see, de Gaulle remained ready to block EEC decision making.95

Second, only commercial concerns explain why de Gaulle vetoed British membership even after he and his associates were convinced that the Fouchet Plan was dead. By early 1963, as the Anglo-British discussions showed, de Gaulle had accepted that British membership could not further dampen the (now negligible) prospects for European foreign policy cooperation.96 Why, then, did de Gaulle not propose a linkage between British membership and institutional reform in an intergovernmental direction, as the Dutch were suggesting at the time and he himself was to do in 1969?97 The most plausible explanation is that such a move, whatever its ideological and geopolitical attraction, remained too costly economically until the CAP was firmly in place.

Third, only a commercial interpretation makes sense of the single non-negotiable concession that de Gaulle’s successor, Georges Pompidou, de-

94. This is consistent with de Gaulle’s constant reminders to his advisers that British entry would reduce the EEC to a free trade area. An emphasis on agricultural interests also makes sense of de Gaulle’s willingness to encourage an application from Denmark, a strongly pro-NATO country committed to a politically united Europe yet a strong supporter of agricultural cooperation, and from Ireland, neutral and strongly opposed to any foreign policy cooperation yet possessing a strong agricultural sector. Jakob Thomsen, “Le général de Gaulle vu par les hommes politiques danois,” in Institut Charles de Gaulle, ed., De Gaulle en son siècle, Vol. 5, p. 284; and Joseph T. Carroll, “Le général de Gaulle et la demande irlandaise d’adhésion à la CEE,” in Ibid., p. 229–230.

Consistent with French commercial interests, De Gaulle was less inclined to support Greek or Austrian accession.


96. In a June 1962 speech, Couve de Murville reiterates the irrelevance of the Fouchet plan, hinting as well that it was never relevant: “[The question of political union] no longer concerns—did it ever, in fact concern?—knowing how the treaty which creates a Union of European States will be drawn up. It concerns knowing which European states will henceforth participate in this Union, at the same time as the Common Market.” Speech to the National Assembly, 13 June 1962, cited in Bodenheimer, Political Union, p. 124.

manded in exchange for finally lifting the French veto in 1969–1970: a permanent financing arrangement for the CAP. With the CAP in place, as internal documents in both countries had predicted, Britain and France became natural allies against the extension of supranational institutions. Indeed, the two countries were soon to work together to establish a mechanism for European Political Cooperation, something that had been foreseen in 1963. An arrangement for CAP financing was precisely the quid pro quo that de Gaulle predicted would be necessary just before announcing his 1963 veto. The EEC Commission’s investigation at the time concluded that if de Gaulle had taken up the negotiations again in the mid-1960s, his minimal non-negotiable condition would be that Britain complete the transition to the CAP before joining. The West German official in charge at the time added that British entry might be negotiated after the completion of the CAP financing arrangements, which was then scheduled for 1966.\textsuperscript{98} All of this flatly contradicts a geopolitical interpretation.\textsuperscript{99}

In sum, a geopolitical interpretation makes little sense of French hostility toward British membership or association. We can dismiss purely ideological concerns outright, since Britain would have been the strongest possible ally against supranational institutions. Although de Gaulle did continue to have significant geopolitical disagreements with Britain, these differences explain almost nothing about the veto of EEC membership. The evidence suggests that commercial interests played a predominant and certainly sufficient role. For Macmillan, the first veto of British membership was a tragedy, one that led him to lament that “all our policies . . . are in ruins.”\textsuperscript{100} Yet Macmillan’s tragic flaw lay not, as Françoise de la Serre has it, in his “underestimation of the importance de Gaulle placed on the political-military content of Europe.”\textsuperscript{101} It lay instead in Macmillan’s underestimation of the importance de Gaulle placed on the price of wheat.\textsuperscript{102}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{98} AAP, 1963, Doc. 77. For additional acknowledgment of the need for agricultural regulation before British membership and de Gaulle’s belief that the British could enter thereafter, see Peyrefitte, \textit{C’était de Gaulle}, Vol. 1, pp. 334–335, 355–356.
  \item \textsuperscript{99} For a more detailed argument, see Moravcsik, \textit{Choice for Europe}, chap. 4.
  \item \textsuperscript{100} Young, \textit{This Blessed Plot}, p. 144. Young cites Ted Heath as saying that “he wouldn’t do anything, wouldn’t concentrate on anything. This was the end of the world.”
  \item \textsuperscript{101} De la Serre, “De Gaulle et la candidature britannique,” p. 194.
  \item \textsuperscript{102} Many have argued that the British would have done well to make all necessary concessions before the French elections of 1962, forcing de Gaulle to contemplate a veto on less favorable terms. See Beloff, \textit{The General Says No}. We have seen that the French tried hard to prevent this. From the economic point of view, the enduring commercial stakes suggest that de Gaulle had every incentive to veto Britain anyway.
\end{itemize}
Institutional Reform and the “Empty Chair” Crisis: “A Million-and-a-Half Rural Votes”

We reach now the fourth and final strand of de Gaulle’s overall policy toward the EEC, his frontal assault on supranational institutions during the “empty chair” crisis of 1965–1966. The crisis began in 1965 when Commission President Walter Hallstein sought to exploit what he believed to be a transient moment of French diplomatic vulnerability. At the time, the issue of permanent financing arrangements for the CAP was before the six EEC governments. France regarded secure financing for the CAP as a vital interest and sought to establish a system that would not require annual renegotiations. At the same time, de Gaulle opposed adherence to the schedule set forth in the Treaty of Rome, which dictated that the EEC greatly expand the use of qualified majority voting (QMV) in matters pertaining to transport, agriculture, and foreign trade. Hallstein seized this delicate moment to propose an expansion of Commission and parliamentary powers, which was clearly anathema to de Gaulle. With the first direct presidential elections under the revised constitution of the Fifth Republic scheduled for December 1965, Hallstein believed that de Gaulle, pressured by the five other EEC member governments, would be forced to compromise in order to placate the domestic French farm vote. Hallstein underestimated the General’s determination and overestimated the support of the five other member governments. Despite unprecedented secrecy, the General immediately grasped Hallstein’s intention. The Commission, he observed at a cabinet meeting on 14 April 1965, was “a spider seeking to trap France in its net.” De Gaulle immediately turned the tables and raised the stakes. On 30 June, when the CAP negotiations reached the deadline for agreement, the French government (as chair) did not resort to the earlier practice of allowing more time to search for a compromise solution, a procedure termed “stopping the clock.” Instead de Gaulle ordered the French permanent representative in Brussels to return to Paris. The General then announced a boycott of meetings concerned with new EEC policies—the policy of the “empty chair.” Commission compromises were rejected; discussion of new EEC policies was halted.¹⁰³

De Gaulle’s demands were ambitious. The French government called for the Commission to change its name, refrain from running an information service, abandon accredited diplomatic missions, send no representatives to international organizations, cease criticizing EEC members’ policies in public, submit proposals to the Council before publicizing them, end mobilization of domestic groups, and draft vaguer directives. France sought explicit recognition of the right of member states to veto QMV when “vital interests” were at stake, with each state left to judge what its own vital interests were—a goal, as we have seen, in de Gaulle’s mind since at least 1960. Underlying this was a deeper objective. Since 1960, de Gaulle had taken almost every opportunity to proclaim the goal of a European confederation in place of the current EEC. He continued to do so until he left office in 1969.

An explanation of de Gaulle’s objectives must account not simply for the origins but for the outcome of the “empty chair” crisis. It ended six months later, in January 1966, with the “Luxembourg Compromise,” an extralegal agreement between France and its five partners acknowledging the French position that if a government deemed a piece of EEC legislation as threatening to its “vital interest,” it could prevent a decision from being taken. The Luxembourg Compromise is widely perceived as a major victory for de Gaulle and a turning point in EEC history—a moment when the supranational style of decision making pursued up to 1966 and desired by France’s partners was supplanted with unanimity voting, thereby stunting European integration. De Gaulle himself boasted about the outcome: “The CAP is in place. Hallstein and his Commission have disappeared. Supranationalism is gone. France remains sovereign.”104

It is customary to assert that de Gaulle’s willingness to risk electoral embarrassment and diplomatic isolation demonstrates the central importance of geopolitical ideals—notably ideological opposition to supranational institutions—in his foreign policy. Some observers go further, arguing that de Gaulle provoked the crisis in retaliation for the collapse of the Fouchet Plan, U.S. proposals for an MLF, and the Erhard government’s pro-Atlanticist policy. Camps writes: “The French decision in 1965 to seek to loosen the structure of the Community . . . was, from a Gaullist standpoint, the logical consequence of the French failure to shake the Germans on the defense issue during the summer and autumn of 1964.”105 Newhouse concurs: “The effect of the MLF affair was to erase what hope remained of setting in motion a diplomacy based mainly on Franco-German accord. . . . The timing and the

105. Camps, European Integration in the Sixties, p. 16.
nature, and the resolution of the crisis were in larger part traceable to a hard-
ening of Gaullist diplomacy vis-à-vis his partners and allies, particularly Ger-
many.\textsuperscript{106} With the EEC no longer moving toward foreign policy cooperation,
it is argued, de Gaulle no longer cared much and could act without restraint.
Conventional analysts therefore find it unsurprising that de Gaulle, willing to
risk anything, appears to have triumphed.\textsuperscript{107}

Yet the preponderance of available evidence supports a very different
account, one in which commercial concerns explain much about the origins
of the crisis and nearly everything about its outcome. De Gaulle pursued re-
form of supranational institutions not simply, perhaps not even primarily, for
ideological reasons. He did so because he was concerned that French agri-
cultural gains might be threatened by majority voting, either directly or
through GATT negotiations. He ultimately settled the affair, moreover, under
direct electoral pressure from farmers, which led not only to a reversal of his
policies toward the EEC, but a fundamental alteration of his farm policy and
even his distinctive style of presidential governance. Preferential advantages
for French farmers remained the sine qua non of continued French partici-
pation in Europe.

Let us begin with de Gaulle’s public and confidential discourse. First we
should consider the negative evidence. As we saw in the case of the Fouchet
Plan, one cannot deny that de Gaulle’s effort to replace supranational insti-
tutions with intergovernmental organs was motivated \textit{in part} by his distinc-
tive geopolitical ideas—in particular his belief in the enduring value of the
nation-state as opposed to supranational institutions. De Gaulle’s statements
regarding Commission prerogatives had a symbolic and rhetorical quality, a
quality that reveals the import of his underlying nationalist beliefs. He con-
temptuously dismissed the vision of Hallstein “surrounded by the trappings
of sovereignty,” and he consistently criticized the very idea of governance
above the nation-state.\textsuperscript{108} The “pretensions” of Commissioners were
\textit{“stupide,” “absurde,” “dérisoir,” and “dangereux.”}\textsuperscript{109} He lashed out even at
Marjolin and other Commissioners who had consistently sided with the
French government.\textsuperscript{110} De Gaulle chose inflammatory rhetoric, proclaiming
that France sought to “profit from the crisis” in order to get “rid of false con-
ceptions . . . that expose us to the dictates of others” and “replace the Com-

\textsuperscript{107} Berstein, \textit{La France}, pp. 249–250.
\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Ibid.}, pp. 291, 296–297. Hallstein and Marjolin opined in the midst of the crisis that they had
seen nothing like de Gaulle since Hitler.
mission with something fundamentally different.” Peyrefitte said at one point that “the defense of the France’s national interest comes before electoral interests” and observes that de Gaulle’s rhetoric revealed “an instinctive recoiling from supranational mechanisms.” In sum, there is reason to believe that de Gaulle felt, in Hoffmann’s words, a vague “determination to prevent . . . a leap into that supranational nirvana where his chances of directly influencing shared European policies might vanish.” Conventional accounts of the crisis rightly point to the existence of this sort of evidence.

An internal French assessment at the time lends further support to the geo-political interpretation. An analysis of the transition to QMV, prepared in January 1965 at de Gaulle’s request, concluded that the new procedure was unlikely to undermine any vital French interest. At first glance, this conclusion seems quite plausible. The moribund transport policy posed no threat. Although QMV in the CAP and GATT might threaten French gains in agriculture—a point to which we shall return in a moment—it would also place greater pressure on a consistently recalcitrant West Germany to accept more moderate farm prices. The overall impact of unanimity voting was strictly limited because the Treaty of Rome prescribed it for decisions about nearly all innovations. New policy areas, harmonization of domestic regulations, fiscal and social policy, new sources of Community funding, association agreements, accession of new members, and Treaty amendments all required unanimity.

A final point that appears to support a geopolitical explanation is the timing of the French withdrawal. It is clear that the withdrawal was neither a negotiating tactic designed solely as an effort to secure agreement on CAP nor a direct effort to defeat the Commission’s proposals. These two objectives had largely been achieved before the boycott began. On the eve of the crisis the members of de Gaulle’s Cabinet were convinced that French proposals on agriculture were close to being accepted. On 1 July 1965, the first day of the boycott, de Gaulle observed that the Commission was “already a ‘big loser,’” having seen the rejection of its “absurd” institutional proposals by

111. For an overview of his similar June 29 press conference, see Newhouse, Collision, p. 32.
almost all governments (not least the West Germans, whose actions did not match their federalist rhetoric) and its banishment from key discussions. De Gaulle had already rejected a compromise that would have implemented the CAP proposals with no mention of the Commission proposals. 115 To be sure, there was more negotiating to be done to narrow the distance between West German and French proposals on the financial transition to the CAP, but there is no reason to believe that these differences were insurmountable. 116

Thus, it is safe to conclude that the crisis erupted because de Gaulle deliberately provoked it to bring about fundamental reform of the EEC—a step foreseen in 1960—as well as to force agreement on agriculture. His public and confidential statements at the time made clear that his aim was to revise the treaty. 117 His most explicit statement on the subject, at the press conference of 9 September 1965, is straightforward enough:


116. A very recent analysis deserves mention. N. Piers Ludlow stresses the centrality of French commercial interests even more strongly than I do. Though somewhat speculative, his analysis is supported by an intriguing array of documentary evidence. Ludlow argues that the disagreement underlying the crisis “was not primarily about institutional matters,” but resulted from the impasse between France, on the one hand, and West Germany and the Netherlands, on the other, concerning financial regulation of agriculture. The French wanted a five-year deal, the West Germans and Dutch a one- to two-year deal. The crisis also reflected “growing frustration” among the five other governments at France’s success in negotiating the CAP. Ludlow demonstrates convincingly that West German leaders, in part influenced by West German business, bargained hard on a financial deal to achieve GATT negotiations and further institutional deepening—a tactic consistent with Foreign Minister Schröder’s established policy of “synchronization.” Ludlow also demonstrates that top French decision makers sought to lock in the financial arrangement as soon as possible, while avoiding any wholesale reform of the CAP, and he feels, the boycott may have bolstered French bargaining power toward attaining that goal. Though not inconsistent with my reading of the Fouchet Plan (through Peyrefitte) as a deliberate deception, Ludlow’s analysis goes well beyond it. He writes, ‘It might be argued that one of the main purposes of the General’s denunciations of supranationalist ‘Volapük’ or ‘Esperanto,’ of his rallies against the ‘the stateless bureaucrats’ in Brussels, or of his styling of those who believed in integration as ‘Jean-foutre’ was precisely to disguise the degree to which France was in fact committed to the survival and future development of the European Community.’ In this, Ludlow treats de Gaulle’s geopolitical ideas even more cynically than I am prepared to, absent new evidence of deliberate manipulation. Were Ludlow to deepen the analysis, he would surely encounter considerable difficulty explaining why de Gaulle focused on institutional reform and so precipitately moved to withdraw, when previous CAP negotiating sessions had “stopped the clock.” See N. Piers Ludlow, “Challenging French Leadership in Europe: Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and the Outbreak of the Empty Chair Crisis of 1965–1966,” Contemporary European History, Vol. 8, No. 2 (June 1999), pp. 231–248. Surely the evidence we have of de Gaulle’s own confidential deliberations, as well as the statements of his associates at the time, treat the issue as one also, indeed primarily, concerning institutions. See Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 292ff, and Jean-Marc Boegner and Maurice Couve de Murville in Institut Charles de Gaulle, ed., De Gaulle en son siècle, Vol. 5, pp. 106, 110. Still, this analysis by Ludlow—an accomplished historian previously committed to a geopolitical interpretation of Gaullist policy in the early 1960s—does demonstrate the strength of the emerging archival evidence in favor of commercial concerns. For Ludlow’s earlier, more conventionally geopolitical interpretation, see N. Piers Ludlow, Dealing with Britain: The Six and the First British Application to the EEC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).

What happened in Brussels . . . casts light not only on the persistent unwillingness of our partners as regards the entry of agriculture into the Common Market, but also on certain errors and compromises of principle that beset the treaties governing economic union among the Six. This is why the crisis was sooner or later inevitable.\(^{118}\)

To achieve this basic goal, which antedated the “prudently audacious” Peyrefitte Memorandum of 1960, de Gaulle seized advantageous political terrain. With the CAP nearly in place, the British veto behind him, and a weak government in West Germany, he provoked a diplomatic showdown over basic institutional prerogatives in the EEC.

Although this evidence is strong enough to demonstrate an important element of ideological motivation behind de Gaulle’s policy, the president’s own confidential and public explanations of the “empty chair” crisis tend, on balance, to confirm the importance of concrete commercial considerations. De Gaulle weighted French interests differently from the way they were weighted by the officials cited above. Confidential discussions and public speeches reveal a man obsessed with the possibility that QMV might be exploited to undermine the carefully negotiated arrangements for net EEC financial transfers to French farmers. Referring back to the Fouchet Plan, de Gaulle told Peyrefitte to emphasize that France sought to organize cooperation to ensure that “important economic decisions would not be taken without the obligatory consent of France.”\(^{119}\) He repeatedly stressed the need to retain control over three types of votes: those on CAP financing, on GATT negotiations, and on any possible FTA. His reasoning was simple: Even with progress through 1964, the CAP was not yet safe from reversal through the combined efforts of West Germany, Britain, Denmark, and the United States, working through the GATT. The result might, de Gaulle feared, permit the “Americans to inundate the European market with their agricultural commodities.”\(^{120}\) Although he admitted to a close associate in July 1965 that the boycott might endanger the CAP financial settlement, which was then nearing agreement, he sensed that it might equally heighten French pressure for a favorable resolution. He predicted that within a year, if QMV remained in place, Erhard and other West German politicians were sure to “call everything into question” by calling for a majority vote on the CAP and France


“would be unable to say anything in response.”

For these reasons, a CAP financing agreement would be of little worth without decision-making reform.

French opposition to unrestricted QMV followed directly from these considerations. At the end of an extended discourse on agriculture to Peyrefitte on 28 July 1965, part of which was cited above, de Gaulle concluded:

When we constructed an economic community . . . we obtained certain compensations, in particular permitting us to offload some of the weight of our agriculture. . . . This is why we will not permit decisions concerning us to be taken by others, and our destiny to be fixed by foreigners. We will not permit decisions to be imposed that are contrary to our primordial interests.

These “primordial” agricultural interests were reason enough for France to assert a veto right. Not by chance, then, did the Kennedy Round conclude a year later with an unambiguous victory for France in agriculture, the only major area in which strong U.S. pressure for global liberalization was flatly rebuffed.

“How shall we collect, control, and manage agricultural import levies?” de Gaulle asked during a discussion in April 1965. “This is the fundamental question.” Annoyed by the active opposition of farmers, whom he believed misunderstood his underlying objective, de Gaulle noted in May that “the best way for us to help them is to defend agriculture in Brussels and in the Kennedy Round. That is the favor we are doing for them.”


122. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 372–373. For another reference by de Gaulle to “primordial” French interests in agriculture, see Ibid., p. 299, and generally pp. 298–300. The more ambiguous phrase (the second) might easily be taken in isolation as evidence of the primacy of geopolitical ideas in de Gaulle’s statecraft, but the first, in nearly identical wording, makes clear that de Gaulle was referring to agricultural interests. De Gaulle advanced essentially the same argument in his press conference of 9 September 1965.

123. Vaïsse, La grandeur, pp. 559–560. At one point, de Gaulle emphasized the need to avoid QMV in agriculture and nuclear energy within the Rome Treaty. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, p. 299. This could only be a reference to the European Atomic Energy Agency (EURATOM) rather than future foreign policy cooperation or NATO. Yet this concern had no immediate policy relevance, since EURATOM was at this point a moribund institution. De Gaulle maintained his close vigilance over the management of the CAP. For an episode in 1967, see Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 3, pp. 261–262.

124. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, p. 281 (emphasis in the original), also pp. 594, 620. During the crisis, de Gaulle and Peyrefitte were “disappointed” and “displeased” by West German behavior. When Peyrefitte visited West Germany, his interlocutors discussed reunification, frontiers, and nuclear weapons, but ignored the issue of greatest interest to Bonn, namely the Common Market, “as if they were no longer concerned with it.” Ibid., p. 305.

125. Ibid., p. 369.

126. Ibid., p. 373.
In public statements by de Gaulle and his representatives during this period, commercial concerns figure far more prominently than geopolitical considerations. At a press conference on 9 September 1965, which featured de Gaulle’s major public statement on the issue, the General, as on other occasions, advanced self-contained economic justifications. Geopolitical concerns were secondary when mentioned at all. With the introduction of majority voting, the president argued, “France would be vulnerable to having its hand forced in any economic matter. Thus both social and even political matters, and in particular what we have gained in the agricultural area, could be placed in jeopardy at any moment.” To be sure, de Gaulle went on to discuss France’s desire for geopolitical independence from the superpowers, but this concern was consistently phrased as an aspiration—just as it was in his justifications for the EEC generally and for the British veto—not a necessity. “We have formed,” he concluded, “an economic community, from which we would like to hope that someday will emerge, as we have proposed, political cooperation.” Little documentary evidence directly links the boycott to geopolitical ideology, and none whatsoever supports the widespread conjecture that the boycott stemmed from de Gaulle’s anger over Erhard’s pro-American stance or Kennedy’s proposals for the MLF. Overall, these passages suggest that commercial interest was a sufficient, if not necessarily predominant, justification for de Gaulle to provoke the crisis.

The continuity and timing of French policy decisions further demonstrate the predominance of commercial concerns. Three points are decisive here.

First, we observe policy continuity from the Fourth to the Fifth Republic, despite strikingly divergent geopolitical ideologies. Socialist-led governments under the Fourth Republic had sought to place stronger veto rights in the Treaty of Rome. In December 1957, just after ratification and before de Gaulle

127. Jouve, *Le Général de Gaulle*, Vol. 2, pp. 359, 361, 363–367. Within the many pages devoted to economic analysis of French interests by de Gaulle and his close associates during the last six months of 1965, only one sentence (found on p. 366) raises so much as a shred of ambiguity about the primacy and sufficiency of economic interests in motivating France’s commitment to the EEC. After several dense pages of economic analysis during a discussion in December, de Gaulle concludes: “The Common Market is essential because if one can organize and therefore establish real economic solidarity among European countries, one will do much for fundamental rapprochement and a common life.” Thereafter de Gaulle devotes one short paragraph to European defense without mentioning the EEC. Otherwise, geopolitical interests are nearly absent from records of de Gaulle’s internal deliberations during this period.

130. Statements must be read in context. Typical of what could easily be taken out of context is one passing comment, which comes after pages largely devoted to the potential consequences of majority voting for agriculture: “Giving up France’s independence would be incompatible with its grandeur and this is not de Gaulle’s vocation.” Peyrefitte, *C’était de Gaulle*, Vol. 2, p. 299.
entered office, a Quai d’Orsay study had already highlighted two means of maintaining de facto unanimity voting after the transition to QMV foreseen for 1966. One was a perpetual veto of the transition to the third stage; the other was retention of the national veto on essential questions as a precondition for approving the transition. De Gaulle reviewed these studies, considered both options, and eventually opted for the latter. (The first would have been more difficult to pursue after having already moved to the second stage in exchange for an initial framework agreement on the CAP, but de Gaulle nonetheless kept the option as a fallback.) Geopolitical explanations of de Gaulle’s policies can make little sense of either the continuity of policy between the Fourth and Fifth Republics, or the foresightedness and stability of de Gaulle’s policies in the face of changing geopolitical circumstances.

Second, there is remarkable continuity in both French support for agricultural integration and French opposition to supranational institutions during de Gaulle’s presidency, despite radical swings in the geopolitical situation. No major geopolitical event in this period—the Berlin crisis, the French proposal and abandonment of the Fouchet Plan, the American proposal and abandonment of the MLF, the U.S.-British Nassau Agreement of 1962 (explored in more detail below), the emasculation of the Franco-West German Treaty, the succession from Adenauer to Erhard in West Germany, the imposition of a pro-NATO preamble in the Franco-West German Treaty of 1963, and the blunt refusal of the Erhard government in West Germany to discuss any but the most mundane issues connected with political union—diverted de Gaulle’s France from its commercial objectives. French support for the EEC and CAP remained consistent throughout this period, and the inevitability of the crisis was already acknowledged explicitly in the Peyrefitte Memorandum of 1960 as well as in de Gaulle’s contemporaneous Cabinet statements. The consistency and foresight with which these twin policies were pursued, like de Gaulle’s similarly motivated conduct of the Fouchet Plan negotiations, are nearly impossible to explain from a geopolitical perspective.

131. Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 66–70; and Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 255.
132. Also de Gaulle’s instructions in Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 295.
133. Couve de Murville did make the following ambiguous statement in his 20 October 1965 address to the National Assembly: “Political Europe is still pending. Only time . . . will make it possible to determine whether it is a matter of mere delay. In the meantime, and doubtless to a large extent because the political aspect did not follow, economic Europe is now experiencing a crisis. I repeat, because the political aspect did not follow.” (Newhouse, Collision, pp. 138–139.) He speaks later of the failure to establish “regular political cooperation” under the Fouchet Plan. Yet the rest of the speech makes clear that he is not speaking specifically about foreign policy cooperation—a subject that remained all but unmentioned during the crisis—but about the structure of the EEC, which, as we have seen, is the way de Gaulle used the adjective “political.” This us-
Third, the dynamics of CAP negotiations and domestic partisan calculations best explain the timing of the crisis. In keeping with the early accounts by Camps and Newhouse, most analyses of the timing of de Gaulle’s decision to provoke the “empty chair” crisis construe it as an expression of anger, disappointment, or retaliation for the manifest failure of French proposals for European political cooperation or for West German participation in the MLF.\textsuperscript{134} There is, however, no independent evidence for these claims. Short-term economic and partisan concerns better explain the timing of the crisis. Obviously the timetable for the transition was important, but that could have been delayed if necessary. To explain why de Gaulle forced a larger crisis, we need to look to economic negotiations. With the CAP nearly in place and commercial concessions already in hand, de Gaulle was freer to pursue his second priority—the destruction of supranational institutions.\textsuperscript{135} Pressure on France to permit GATT negotiations to move forward had been growing for years, but de Gaulle was unwilling to take this step without a guarantee that France would not be outvoted in the Council. It was hardly by chance that de Gaulle permitted GATT negotiations to advance and that he encouraged freer trade with EFTA during the second half of the decade—after the agricultural issue was all but settled.\textsuperscript{136} De Gaulle knew that the government in Bonn was relatively weak and that Erhard was desperately seeking to bolster his domestic interpretation. Gouze de Murville observes that “what has shown itself to be at issue is the very functioning of the Brussels institutions. . . . A political agreement is necessary before discussions can be resumed on concrete, technical problems.” (Camps, \textit{European Integration in the Sixties}, p. 88, quotation cited in English.) This statement must be read as either a reference to the earlier failure to move toward an intergovernmental framework or a continued “deliberate deception.”

\textsuperscript{134} Many have noted the increase in overt Franco-West German conflict over European policies and institutions in the period from 1962 to 1966, as evidenced by de Gaulle’s ultimatums during the Fouchet Plan negotiations and his repeated threats to withdraw from the EEC. The consensus view, dating from the classic analyses of Camps and Newhouse, is that this conflict, like the crisis itself, resulted from de Gaulle’s anger or disappointment over geopolitical developments. For this speculation I can find no direct documentary evidence whatsoever. By contrast, as we saw in the preceding section, de Gaulle believed that conflict arose because the moment had come for difficult West German concessions on agricultural prices. Rather than arguing that acceptance of the Fouchet Plan, as a form of political cooperation, would have headed off the crisis, it would be more accurate—if essentially tautological—to conclude that only acceptance of the Fouchet Plan as an instrument for economic policy making would have headed off the crisis, since it would have given France the veto it sought. In a similar vein, de Gaulle’s disappointment with the Elysée Treaty is often cited by geopolitical analysts like Camps as a cause of the General’s willingness to threaten to break up the EEC on behalf of the CAP. Yet de Gaulle’s explicit threats to withdraw unless the CAP was created dates back to before it was clear that arrangements for political cooperation in the Franco-West German Treaty of 1963 would be limited by an explicit commitment to NATO introduced into the preamble by the Bundestag. If there is to be a geopolitical explanation, finally, it would surely be that Chancellor Erhard was less well disposed toward de Gaulle than his predecessor, not that de Gaulle changed his fundamental thinking.


\textsuperscript{136} For the first inklings, see \textit{Ibid.}, Vol. 1, pp. 353–354.
tic position vis-à-vis the “Gaullist” wing of his party by promoting good relations with France—a situation de Gaulle sought to exploit, at least until Erhard’s surprising electoral victory in October.\textsuperscript{137} Domestic political concerns pointed in the same direction. The collapse on 18 June 1965 of Gaston Deferre’s effort to form a multiparty center-left federation to oppose de Gaulle “seemed to mean that de Gaulle would enter the December presidential lists untroubled by serious opposition.”\textsuperscript{138}

The internal coherence of French strategy and tactics provides even clearer evidence of the predominant importance of economic interests.\textsuperscript{139} Had de Gaulle been concerned only with realizing his nationalist geopolitical ideology by destroying supranational institutions, he would surely have contemplated a full withdrawal from the customs union. Yet it is quite evident from his diplomatic tactics that the General was unwilling to run even a modest risk of this. During the crisis de Gaulle and his diplomats never so much as hinted at the possibility of complete withdrawal and sought to reduce any possibility that the EEC would collapse.\textsuperscript{140}

Here we must turn from the origins to the outcome of the crisis. The critical aspect to explain is de Gaulle’s incapacity to achieve most of what he had long sought. Although treaty reform had been his goal for at least eight years, during the crisis he barely even tried to achieve it. To many this may appear a strange assessment, yet it is appropriate. The Luxembourg Compromise—an informal agreement to disagree—did perhaps somewhat dampen the recourse to QMV in agricultural policy and foreign trade, but it clearly failed to bring about a fundamental change of the EEC. De Gaulle had long wanted far more. To be sure, French proposals in January 1966, after the crisis had run its course, included demands for thorough Commission consultation.

\textsuperscript{137} Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 300, also pp. 301–305. For a recent treatment of the Erhard government’s weakness, see the relevant sections of Hentschel, Ludwig Erhard.

\textsuperscript{138} Newhouse, De Gaulle, p. 282.

\textsuperscript{139} During the “empty chair” crisis, as in the Fouchet Plan negotiation, de Gaulle was unwilling to exchange even the slightest agricultural concession for a geopolitical gain. Newhouse, Collision, p. 41, speculates otherwise, but: “It soon appeared that . . . France might be prepared to relax the grain price pressure, or, better yet, postpone the matter, provided the MLF was at least slowed down.” Newhouse, however, offers no evidence for this speculation, which appears to be based solely on the following questionable assertion: “The most casual observer of de Gaulle’s preferences should have little trouble in determining which of the issues—MLF or grain price—moved him most.” Again we see the circularity typical of many geopolitical interpretations of de Gaulle’s actions—a tendency I discuss in detail in the concluding section of this article. Newhouse must explain away—he does so again by assertion, and therefore unpersuasively—the fact that de Gaulle’s position did not change in January 1965 when Erhard informed him that the MLF had been shelved. Newhouse speculates that for de Gaulle, “shelving . . . was [no longer] enough; it had to be buried.” Newhouse, Collision, p. 49. This claim of apparently irrational action is not unlike the geopolitical explanations of de Gaulle’s revision of the Fouchet Plan explored above.

\textsuperscript{140} Indeed, they explicitly denied any such intent. Bodenheimer, Political Union, p. 140.
with national governments before submitting legislation and a series of constraints on the Commission’s public and diplomatic activities, as well as a national veto right. Yet in earlier internal discussions, de Gaulle’s stated objectives were broader: to strip the Commission of its unique power of proposal, to eliminate QMV, to fire the current Commission members, and to impose miscellaneous constraints on Commission power. In October 1965 the French government called for a “general revision” of EEC procedures. It seems reasonable to assume that de Gaulle’s ideal goal, which dated back to the Peyrefitte Memorandum of 1960 and was to remain paramount until the end of his Presidency, was to transform the EEC into an arrangement like that envisaged in the Fouchet Plan. To be sure, in internal deliberations in mid-September 1965 he voiced a willingness to accept an informal arrangement rather than a general treaty revision, but the scope of the revision he sought remained broad. Even this, it is clear, was scaled back from his underlying ambition to eliminate the Rome Treaty in favor of a more intergovernmental structure, an idea to which he would return in 1969. 141

Yet in 1965 de Gaulle did not push these ideas. No treaty amendment was proposed; none emerged. De Gaulle instead achieved an extralegal agreement to limit the use of QMV in agriculture and trade, Hallstein’s resignation, and little more. In a strictly legal sense, de Gaulle managed to impose almost no significant reform. It is perhaps only a slight exaggeration to argue that “the value of the Luxembourg agreements lay precisely in the fact that they had no juridical value, that the legal regulations remained intact, and that they did not restrict in any way [the EEC’s] future evolution and functioning.” The legal provisions remained in place, ready to serve the shifting political will of national governments. When the governments were prepared to move ahead with the Single Act of 1986—and, informally, even earlier—they simply acknowledged and applied, and then reinforced, existing treaty provisions for QMV. “As regards the long-term issues of the federalist-nationalist conflict,” one contemporary commentator noted, “the 1965–66 crisis changed nothing.”142

141. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 292–305; and Newhouse, Collision, pp. 140–141. We should not put too much weight on specific public statements by the French government. It was unclear then and remains unclear now precisely what de Gaulle and his associates expected. See, for example, the subtle analysis by Maurice Duverger, in Le monde, 28 October 1965. What is clear is that de Gaulle still favored, if possible, a general revision along the lines of the Fouchet Plan and compromised this goal in 1966. He then sought, deliberately or not, to disguise this fact. We know this not simply from de Gaulle’s own statements, but from his continuing efforts until the end of his presidency, to realize his full institutional objectives with respect to Europe.

142. John Lambert, Britain in a Federal Europe (London: Chatto and Windus, 1968), p. 138. Also Moravcsik, Choice for Europe, chap. 3. Perhaps the strongest argument for the importance of unanimity is the widely cited “joint decision trap” thesis advanced by Fritz Scharpf, in which unanimity voting constrains governments to maintain suboptimal equilibria, yet even Scharpf concedes
The Luxembourg Compromise consisted almost entirely of items tacitly supported for pragmatic reasons by nearly all member governments, whatever their ideological complexion. Although the five other governments had no intention of permitting de Gaulle to dismantle the EEC, skepticism of QMV was neither particularly Gaullist nor even particularly French. Just as de Gaulle was more pragmatic than his image, so the West Germans and others were more cautious than their federalist rhetoric suggested—something that de Gaulle himself repeatedly noted. Each had strong interests in maintaining control over particular provisions of specific policies. The treaty already dictated that new policies, notably regulatory harmonization and monetary cooperation, would have to be approved unanimously. No government felt that new competences should be created by majority vote. The West Germans and Italians opposed QMV in agriculture. The Erhard government, in particular, was vulnerable to a vote to lower agricultural support prices and was skeptical of supranationalism in principle. It had already set an important precedent on 3 April 1964 by securing Council acquiescence in its unilateral declaration that subsequent changes in cereal prices could be decided only by unanimity. Had other governments sought to employ QMV to impose lower agricultural prices on West Germany in the coming decades, there is little doubt that the West Germans would have refused—as they did when invoking the Luxembourg Compromise as late as 1985. The Dutch and others opposed QMV in transport. Even a decade later, a prominent EEC report revealed that eight of the nine members of the EEC, including France, remained satisfied with the Luxembourg Compromise.
As compared to Gaullist ambitions, commentators agreed at the time that the Luxembourg Compromise marked, in Newhouse’s words, a “tactical retreat” for de Gaulle. In every respect except the attainment of a de facto veto over external tariff policy—the only essential element, from a commercial perspective, but falling far short of de Gaulle’s ideological goals—one commentator notes, “it was a victory for German diplomacy” because it kept France within the EEC without major legal revisions in the Rome Treaty. The crisis, according to the Belgian federalist Paul-Henri Spaak, marked the “revenge” of the five other member governments for de Gaulle’s “humiliation” of Britain in 1963. De Gaulle quietly sacrificed his more ambitious, distinctively “Gaullist” objective of a purely intergovernmental alternative to the EEC—the lodestar of his policy toward the Community since the Peyrefitte Memorandum of 1960—and settled instead for a veto over CAP financing and GATT negotiations. This was a compromise toward something very close to the tacit intergovernmental status quo. De Gaulle was well aware of this, for how else do we explain his continued proposals for fundamental institutional reform, culminating in the turn to the British in 1968–1969 that triggered the “Soames affair”? The puzzle of the “empty chair” crisis can therefore be restated as follows: How are we to make sense of de Gaulle’s decisions to provoke the crisis and then end it by accepting a compromise that fell so far short of his ultimate objective? As Miriam Camps asked soon after the crisis:

It is generally agreed that the French could have achieved at least the substance of the Luxembourg Agreement—possibly rather more—without provoking the crisis. . . . Why, then, did they turn the argument over the financial regulation into the worst crisis in the life of the Community? And why, after having deliberately intensified the crisis in September and late October, did the French accept the kind of settlement they did when they did?

In answering this question, it is essential to note that, from the very beginning of the crisis, top French officials confidentially assured their counterparts that France could envisage no alternative to EEC membership. When

147. Newhouse, Collision, p. 146.
150. More conclusive evidence of de Gaulle’s thinking after January 1966 must await forthcoming publication of the notes of relevant cabinet sessions and confidential discussions.
151. Camps, European Integration in the Sixties, p. 115.
the French permanent representative in Brussels departed, his assistant remained to conduct essential business in writing. French diplomats boycotted meetings on the development of new policies, such as fiscal harmonization, but they continued to take part in committees concerned with existing policies, such as the CAP, GATT negotiations, and even the association of Greece and Turkey. As EEC governments waited for the French elections, they were already planning to meet immediately thereafter, when disagreements were rapidly resolved. At home the French government continued to prepare its budget for the forthcoming reduction in internal EEC tariffs, which was carried out on schedule during the boycott. There is no public indication that plans for withdrawal were made in France. It is clear that much of the interstate negotiation during the crisis was in fact no more than shadow boxing—the search for a face-saving way out for all.

Geopolitical concerns offer little help in explaining the General’s caution. De Gaulle’s ideological antipathy toward supranationality suggests that he should have remained adamant. He would not have had to risk European and Franco-West German foreign policy cooperation; by 1965 both were moribund. To be sure, de Gaulle would have faced strong criticism from the five other EEC governments, but he was a leader willing to brave diplomatic isolation when his conception of French interests demanded it. Just a year earlier, as we have seen, he quite seriously considered withdrawal from the EEC if the CAP was not completed. The following year he would carry out the threat of withdrawal from NATO’s military command. In the “empty chair” crisis, however, his goals may have been “audacious,” but his tactics remained far more “prudent.” Why was the General’s resolve—his spectacular rhetoric notwithstanding—so weak?

Only the primacy of commercial interests can make coherent sense of de Gaulle’s tactics. Preferential access to European export markets for French agricultural commodities—grain, not grandeur—was the priority. Continued industrial exports were surely important as well. This differs from the conventional account, advanced by Jean Monnet, whereby de Gaulle backed down because the Five stood firm. Monnet, cited in Bodenheimer, *Political Union*, p. 142. Though not false, Monnet’s account begs the question of why French bargaining power was too...
came into conflict with de Gaulle’s antipathy toward the institutional form of European cooperation, commerce prevailed, just as it had during the negotiation of the Fouchet Plan. From a commercial perspective, as we have seen, a French threat to withdraw from the EEC if the CAP remained unrealized was credible. By contrast, a French threat to withdraw from the CAP if EEC institutions remained unreformed was not. Far from posing a frontal challenge to economic integration within the EEC, as most commentators assume, de Gaulle was exploiting its irreversibility to press others for a measure of institutional reform. Unwilling to risk full withdrawal from the customs union for a geopolitical idea, de Gaulle was condemned to caution and compromise. When the French returned to the table, having achieved little, they did so on the explicit condition that swift progress be made toward the regulation of agricultural financing—the most important issue at stake for France. In the end, de Gaulle settled for precisely what was minimally necessary to achieve his most consistently stated objective, namely to preserve French economic advantages in the EEC: the informal right to veto decisions concerning the CAP and GATT negotiations, combined with an arrangement for agricultural financing. Everything else could be sacrificed.

Thus even if one were to concede the ideological origins of the crisis—and, as we have seen, one need not necessarily do so—commercial considerations preordained its outcome. In the end, de Gaulle’s inability to realize the intergovernmental European institution of which he had dreamed since entering office was dictated not by the weakness of the General’s international position, but above all by the weakness of his domestic mandate. Pressure from agricultural interests imposed sharp constraints on the French government’s ability to threaten withdrawal from the EEC. These constraints

155. Lindberg, “Stress,” pp. 237–238, 252–256. As a commercial explanation would predict, de Gaulle explicitly linked satisfaction of French agricultural demands to European participation in the Kennedy Round of GATT negotiations—thus both placing pressure on West Germany and maintaining control over agriculture. He permitted the EEC to participate in the Kennedy Round immediately after achieving the CAP financing provisions and the Luxembourg Compromise, whereupon GATT negotiations concluded swiftly. Not coincidentally, the result was a total defeat for U.S. efforts to control European agricultural subsidies.

were symbolized by de Gaulle’s poor showing in the direct presidential elections of 1965–1966—a final aspect of the crisis to which we now turn.157

The patterns of domestic societal support provide perhaps the clearest evidence of the predominance of commercial interests in de Gaulle’s conduct of the “empty chair” crisis. De Gaulle’s willingness to jettison central elements of his geopolitical vision reflected the demands of the narrowest and most self-interested of domestic interest groups—farmers. Fearful that de Gaulle would compromise the CAP in order to realize his intergovernmentalist ideals (despite de Gaulle’s consistent unwillingness to do just that), farmers organized to oppose French policy. Initially de Gaulle’s government was curtly dismissive of their pressure.158 The normally non-partisan Fédération Nationale des Syndicats d’Exploitants Agricoles (FNSEA) recommended that its five million members vote against de Gaulle, who was painfully aware of the irony. Farm groups had interpreted a policy designed in large part to defend farm interests as a threat. In private, de Gaulle bitterly criticized “demagogues” among farm leaders, a group he had tried and failed to defeat since entering office.159

As a result, de Gaulle was denied a first-round majority in the first direct elections under the Fifth Republic, a disappointing outcome universally attributed to opposition from farmers mobilized by the apparent threat to the EEC. A pro-European but otherwise unremarkable Christian Democratic candidate gained over 15 percent, disproportionately from rural areas, forcing a run-off with the Left, headed by François Mitterrand. The 44 percent of the votes de Gaulle did receive were considered embarrassingly few for the man who had sponsored the constitution and proposed its revision. De Gaulle triumphed in the second round, but again by a disappointingly small margin.160


159. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 298–299, 369, 612. On the electoral front, de Gaulle was also unlucky that Erhard was reelected with an unexpectedly strong showing in September 1965. Ibid., pp. 288, 294, 302–305.

160. Ibid., pp. 612–613; Anne Jaumin-Ponsar points out that de Gaulle’s election rhetoric was strikingly favorable to the EEC, defending West European cooperation on economic grounds against those on the left who called for East-West détente. See her Essai d’interprétation d’une crise, pp. 104–105, 124.
The decisive importance of this event can be judged from de Gaulle’s response. In retrospect, it emerges as one of the half-dozen turning points of his presidency, though one often neglected by historians. After his first-round failure de Gaulle was initially speechless and despondent. He seemed to his advisers to be paralyzed with depression—a pattern not unlike his erratic behavior in response to the unrest of 1968. A close associate phoned Peyrefitte from Colombey with the news that de Gaulle planned to stay at his country home and retire from the Presidency: “He is beaten down to a point you just can’t imagine.”161 The source of De Gaulle’s depression was the direct affront to his style of governance. De Gaulle brooded, considering resignation. As Pompidou, named prime minister of the incoming government, observed in January 1966:

For a few days . . . he did not want to stand for a second term . . . . The election . . . marks a total collapse for his convictions. He was living in the dream of unanimity that he had during the war and the Liberation, and which he found again between 1958 and the end of the Algerian war. Today, he is losing his illusions. He realizes that democracy is not about consensus; it is about a majority and an opposition. A “presidential majority” has to rest on a “legislative majority” even if the President must take care to act like the President of all the French.162

The president’s closest associates sought to dissuade him from resigning. The essential point, they told him, was to act as a political pragmatist. One step was to alter his public image by consenting to “censor” his television and radio persona more carefully so that he would not seem to be speaking “from on high.” De Gaulle accepted this heretofore unprecedented level of interference in the cultivation of his own image, though not before complaining to Peyrefitte: “You want me to address the French in my pajamas.”163 More important for the purposes of this analysis, de Gaulle reduced his reliance on the appeals to the “national interest” (thought to be the centerpiece of traditional Gaullist governance) in favor of a strategy of exploiting the divisions among his opponents to forge a coalition based on specific constituencies—precisely the sort of interest-group politics he had long disdained. At his first Cabinet meeting after the election, de Gaulle offered a rare admission of error. At the behest of his advisers, he informed ministers that he had wrongly

162. Ibid., Vol. 3, p. 17.
163. Ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 609–611.
treated the first round as a referendum, in which he would be appealing to public opinion, rather than an election, in which interest groups and particularistic constituencies were essential.

I was wrong. . . . Comparisons with referenda are worthless. . . . The mass of votes [opposed to me] is divided into three irreconcilable factions. . . . Such [elections] are exceptional circumstances for demagoguery. The policy of stability, that is to say, the national interest, has multiplied discontent. This is true also for the Common Market, which alarmed farmers who are pressured by change and therefore believe whatever myths they are told.164

To reestablish interest group support—not least by bolstering farm support—de Gaulle refocused his message and further restrained his anti-European rhetoric.165

This was a turning point not just in de Gaulle’s electoral style, but in his approach to policy—not least in agriculture. The General turned more activities over to Prime Minister Pompidou, a man known for his consistent advocacy of economic interests. De Gaulle redirected his farm policy, one agricultural expert concludes, from the “abrasive” policies of the first five years to policies “more accommodating to . . . traditional agriculture.”166 Within a few months Edgar Faure, an old Fourth Republic centrist, was named minister of agriculture with “a very precise aim: to bring back to the majority a million-and-a-half rural votes.” Faure quickly raised milk and beef prices and removed a tax on wheat.167 French diplomats returned to Brussels and swiftly agreed to the Luxembourg Compromise, a settlement that sacrificed principle to pragmatism. As Camps observed shortly thereafter, “the outlook after a year of exaggerated hopes [was that] everyone had lost a few more illusions, the Common Market had not broken apart, [and] the Six had decided, once again, to live with their differences.”168

164. Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 607–608. Peyrefitte adds a commentary emphasizing the role of farmers, who represented at least 20 percent of the vote. Ibid., p. 608n. After the second round, de Gaulle reiterated this view. Ibid., pp. 612–615.


Conclusion: What Can We Learn From De Gaulle’s European Policy?

We have seen that the price of grain, not the geopolitical grandeur of France, was the vital national interest that decisively shaped the four major elements of de Gaulle’s policy toward European integration. Decisions to promote the Common Market, to negotiate the Fouchet Plan as he did, to veto British membership, and to resolve (and perhaps to provoke) the “empty chair” crisis are best explained in terms of enduring French agricultural and industrial interests. De Gaulle gave—or was forced to give—priority to the promotion of export opportunities for French agriculture and industry, not to the realization of geopolitical interests and ideas. Any other French government of the period would have sought the same objectives. The objectives were no different from those pursued by de Gaulle’s predecessors in the Fourth Republic and his successors in the Fifth Republic. This is what the preponderance of direct evidence—the consistency of policy, the timing of shifts, the response to new information, the nature of domestic pressures, and the confidential deliberations of policy makers, led by de Gaulle himself—unambiguously reveals.

Any other explanation of de Gaulle’s policy toward the EEC, in particular those that stress his distinctive geopolitical ideology, must rely excessively on ad hoc speculation unsupported by concrete empirical evidence. Why did de Gaulle, in the end, fail to achieve his distinctive geopolitical and ideological objective of a confederal Europe with autonomous foreign policy capabilities? Not because he miscalculated and acted rashly, as is often conjectured about the “empty chair” crisis. Not because he was myopic, irrational, or inattentive, as geopolitical interpreters are compelled to claim of his odd conduct of the Fouchet Plan negotiations. Not because he was narrowly vindictive, as is often speculated about his opposition to British membership or association. Not even because he was hamstrung by opposition from recalcitrant or idealistically “European” foreign leaders, as he himself sometimes complained. Such accounts are contravened by the overwhelming evidence of steadfast vision, tactical genius, and remarkable long-term strategic planning underlying the General’s foreign policy. He did not realize his distinctive geopolitical and ideological vision because, in the final analysis, it was not (or could not be) his first priority. His first priority was to maintain his electoral position in France, which required the satisfaction of powerful domestic economic constituencies, notably large farmers and industrialists.

Let me reiterate what I do not assert. I do not claim that the promulgation of the Fifth Republic and the accession of de Gaulle to its Presidency made no difference for French policy toward Europe. The advent of Gaullist
rule had domestic and international consequences. Domestically, the final governments of the Fourth Republic, though they shared the same economic goals, had been forced to announce their intention to postpone implementation of the Common Market when they proved too weak to triumph over domestic protectionists, to carry out devaluation, and to impose fiscal austerity. De Gaulle was able to do all three and could therefore fulfill the commitments of EEC membership on a sustainable basis. These reforms, long favored by business leaders in France, rendered French industry competitive and swiftly transformed their skepticism about the customs union into enthusiastic support. No wonder that West German business leader Fritz Berg called the Gaullist reforms of 1958 “the most important event in the economic domain since the end of the war.” 169 This French domestic policy shift was, in part, the result of structural economic change, but it also reflected constitutional reform, electoral support, and personal perseverance—each connected with Gaullist initiatives. Internationally, moreover, de Gaulle played a relatively weak hand brilliantly. In 1957 it was by no means obvious that the CAP would ever come into being or that the “small European” customs union would prevail over the “large European” free trade area. By playing to Adenauer’s geopolitical concerns, audaciously blocking policies he opposed, and disguising his true intentions—the policy of “deliberate deception”—the General wrested concessions from West Germany and the four other EEC members under circumstances in which a less confident, less skillful leader might have been forced to compromise.

I insist only that these brilliant constitutional and diplomatic tactics were deployed primarily in the service of underlying commercial objectives no different from those pursued by French governments in the 1950s and the 1970s, namely the establishment of protected export markets for French industry and, above all, French agriculture. Achieving a “political Europe” was never de Gaulle’s first priority, because it was never the first priority of French interest groups and voters. The General began his presidency with an understanding that domestic economic pressures compelled him to attend to commercial goals; he was repeatedly forced to limit his visionary ambitions even further in favor of commercial concerns when faced with subsequent domestic electoral and interest group agitation. Forced to choose between continuous advocacy of the CAP and the Common Market and pursuit of his distinctive geopolitical vision, de Gaulle chose the former. If historians and biographers seek to understand French policy toward Europe in this period, they must pay more attention to French economic interests and less to the psychology and ideology of its leader than they have to date.

169. For this citation, I am indebted to materials from Jeffrey Vanke’s archival research.
The Integrity of de Gaulle’s Policy and Personality

The empirical finding that de Gaulle’s policy followed economic, not geopolitical or ideological, imperatives leaves us with a puzzle: How do we explain the exceptional nature of de Gaulle’s policy toward European integration, when viewed alongside his other foreign policy actions? De Gaulle did not always privilege commercial concerns over geopolitical vision. His attitude toward NATO, nuclear weapons, the Third World, the Soviet Union, Québécois nationalism, decolonization, and perhaps even the Bretton Woods system, unlike his policy toward the EEC, appear to have been deeply influenced by his distinctive geopolitical ideas. In these other areas, strikingly idiosyncratic goals—military-industrial autarky, partial withdrawal from the Western alliance, the independence of France and Europe—appear to have guided policy. De Gaulle’s leadership style also appears to have conformed precisely with the interpretations put forth by most analysts. In areas other than European policy, he sometimes carried the day with bold preemptive actions and mass ideological and symbolic appeals. No matter how one evaluates the long-run consequences, de Gaulle appears to have achieved greater short-term successes in these other areas. Hence we can restate the puzzle: Why does President de Gaulle appear to have been so constrained in dealing with the EEC yet so free elsewhere?

The answer is to be found, ironically, in the writings of one of the most perceptive advocates of a geopolitical interpretation of de Gaulle’s European policy, Stanley Hoffmann. Hoffmann observes that de Gaulle was not uniformly successful at employing his distinctive style of leadership. When faced with a broad public opinion constraint, de Gaulle successfully pursued idiosyncratic goals, issued symbolic appeals, and exercised theatrical leadership. Yet when faced with organized interest groups committed to material goals and impervious to ideological appeals—as was the case in de Gaulle’s policies toward labor, students, and domestic producer groups—such techniques were far less effective. Hoffmann writes:

170. Philip Cerny argues that Gaullist ideology was a tool of domestic political legitimation: “*Grandeur* refers primarily to the need to create a new and more profound sense of national consciousness, capable of transcending the traditional divisions which have characterized the French polity, thus allowing and reinforcing the development of a consensus supportive of a firmly established and active state pursuing the general interest, within a stable political system.” Philip Cerny, *The Politics of Grandeur: Ideological Aspects of de Gaulle’s Foreign Policy* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), p. 4. Cerny’s insight is not entirely inconsistent with the interpretation I advance here, though Cerny does not discuss the interest group sources of domestic political consensus, instead taking for granted the notion that de Gaulle’s ideological leadership style characterized the essence of his rule in all areas.
[De Gaulle’s] leadership, clearly, was not equally innovative in all domains. . . . In foreign affairs, where elites were divided, the public more indifferent than enthusiastic, he moved whenever he thought that his actions would succeed. [Whereas] when effective innovation required not mere acquiescence by an undifferentiated public but the active cooperation of the groups the reform would affect, he refrained from trying to get his ideas realized, [as] in the whole domain of business-worker relations. . . . From the start, he was more concerned with, and at ease in, security and foreign affairs. 171

Hoffmann’s insight captures the essence of a primary constraint on ideological statecraft in a modern democratic polity. Ideological appeals and symbolic leadership rarely prevail in the face of concentrated, well-organized domestic groups with intensely held preferences, such as producer groups, unions, and mobilized ethnic minorities.

Yet the conclusion Hoffmann draws from this general principle—namely that French foreign policy in this period, and therefore French policy toward the EEC, was amenable to de Gaulle’s leadership style—does not follow. In contrast to policy on issues like NATO, nuclear weapons, the Third World, Quebec, the superpowers, even Bretton Woods, French policy toward the EEC stood apart. In each of the other areas, the role of concentrated pressure groups, in particular economic interest groups, was either marginal or, as with the French arms and nuclear industries, supportive of Gaullist policy. By contrast, the EEC was primarily an economic organization, and its policies generated strong, consistent pressure from powerful economic interest groups—notably the Patronat and farmers. The activism of these groups on Europe predated and outlived de Gaulle’s presidency. 172 Economic interest groups proved essentially impervious to the mass ideological or symbolic appeals that were the political foundation of de Gaulle’s leadership style. Whereas Hoffmann’s own particular analysis treats de Gaulle’s European policy as foreign policy or “high politics,” Hoffmann’s general criterion suggests that EEC policy in this period should be seen as mainly a question of


“domestic” or “low” politics. Hoffmann’s prediction about the nature of successful French policy toward the EEC must therefore be reversed: His principle successfully predicts why his own interpretation of de Gaulle’s foreign policy cannot be extended to French EEC policy.

By paying close attention to de Gaulle’s failures to impose his ideological vision, we learn something about the man. De Gaulle repeatedly resisted the primacy of economics—here is the small kernel of truth in the ideological interpretation of his European policy—and thereby provoked political crises. He had far less intuitive grasp and technical knowledge of economic management than of the high politics of war and diplomacy. In economics, therefore, he tended to govern through a series of crises, policy failures, and responses, often reversing or limiting policy objectives when the situation became untenable. Striking examples include the failed domestic reform of agriculture, the elections of 1965, strikes and labor policy, and, most notably, the événements of 1968. This tendency has not escaped de Gaulle’s biographers, who have made it into something of a virtue. Hoffmann observes that “it is the combination of inflexibility on fundamentals and pragmatism on tactics that made his style of leadership so predictable and so unpredictable at the same time.”

Of the French government’s surprising acceptance of the EEC in 1958, Raymond Aron observed that de Gaulle “had the intelligence to renounce his conceptions when they were overtaken by events.” Among de Gaulle’s maxims was: “Audacity in words and prudence in actions.” Yet such interpretations fail to tell us what underlying political purpose motivated de Gaulle on numerous occasions to betray his own ideals. This case study, like de Gaulle’s political career as a whole, suggests that these departures from his vision were not simply tactical. Nor were they random errors. They reflected the consistent primacy of the fundamental economic interests of France over geopolitical concerns on the rare occasions when the two came into direct conflict.

175. Cogan, Alliés éternels, amis ombrageux, p. 42.
176. Such explanations are in any case intrinsically weak. Any explanation of de Gaulle’s actions as principled except when tactical is of limited utility, because any action can be explained in this ad hoc way: either as the direct realization of his vision or as a tactical departure from that vision.
177. In this regard it is worth noting that the postwar Gaullist position on European integration was in fact extraordinarily malleable, varying widely over time. De Gaulle and Gaullists supported dismemberment of Germany and an “Atlantic Community” in the late 1940s, advocated a “federal” Europe until around 1951, criticized proposals for the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and the European Defense Community (EDC) and a confederal Europe in the early-1950s, remained relatively silent on European economic integration from 1952 to 1958, pro-
There are those, including Hoffmann and Aron, who believe that de Gaulle stood sovereign above even the contradictions between ideas and reality. His ideology and leadership style, we are told, effortlessly encompassed the need for both principled leadership and departure from principle. Yet the historical record belies this, for de Gaulle did not cope with these failures well. The realities of democratic governance had to be brutally imposed on him. We see this in his extreme reluctance to accept the U-turns in policy required to satisfy domestic interests. The resulting “cognitive dissonance” more than once led him into anguish and paralysis. The most striking such case during his presidency was his response to domestic disorder in 1968. His extended silence, panicked flight to West Germany, and hysterical ranting at that time have been widely chronicled. Much less often noted is the example analyzed above: his behavior during the “empty chair” crisis between the first and second rounds of the 1965–1966 elections. When particularistic opposition from farmers overrode the General’s plebiscitary appeal and forced an embarrassing second round of the first direct presidential elections under the Fifth Republic, the General retired to Colombey and brooded, seemingly bent on resignation. Not until his closest advisers convinced him to adjust his policies to domestic political pressure did he find the strength to return to the political fray. It is striking that these fundamental crises arose in response to domestic pressure and were resolved in large part by making economic policy concessions.

It is worth noting in conclusion that the domestic constraints imposed by economic interests may be even narrower than Hoffmann’s analysis implies. In the long term, de Gaulle’s policy toward the EEC was arguably the only one of his distinctive foreign policy initiatives that had an enduring impact on France’s global position. A “Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals” has come to pass, but it is not the Gaullist vision of a united Europe. It is, instead, the vision of West Germany. The decisive policy instruments were not nuclear weapons, classical diplomacy, and ideological appeals; rather, the decisive instruments were changes in civil society, trade policy, independent central banking, and financial assistance, all promoted by West Germany. European political cooperation, de Gaulle’s ultimate ideal, has made only modest progress over three decades. Today NATO remains the indispensable

posing a United States-Britain-France triumvirate excluding West Germany in 1958, pressed for the implementation of the Treaty of Rome in 1958, advocated European political cooperation from 1960 to 1962, supported a close bilateral Franco-West German relationship after 1962, and turned to Great Britain in the late 1960s. Jouve, Le Général de Gaulle, Vol. 1, pp. 1–86, 177–181. By the early 1960s, the General sought to have his positive references to “federalism” expunged in an anthology of his statements on Europe and then forbade its publication altogether (even though it had been edited by a very friendly associate, namely Peyrefitte)—ostensibly because the contradictions were by that time so manifest. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, pp. 64–65.
pan-European security institution, whereas military autarky, compromised by its extreme cost, has hardly bolstered French influence in Europe and the world. France would surely have decolonized, one way or another, though de Gaulle no doubt smoothed the process in Algeria. The General’s flirtation with Québécois nationalism and Francophonie more generally had little long-term impact on French interests. No one speaks today of the grandeur of France. We are left with the EU—in particular, its CAP, commercial policy, and modest financial resources. These are the only remaining means through which Europe can play a larger role as an independent actor on the world stage than its modest size permits. Ironically, it is primarily in those areas in which French civil society firmly supported and decisively constrained de Gaulle’s efforts to create an independent Europe, namely matters of trade and agriculture, that he left a distinctive legacy in world politics.

Are Geopolitics and Economics Distinct? An Answer to Skeptics

Some may accept the facts of my empirical analysis, yet object to the strict distinction between geopolitical vision and commercial interests that underlies it. Does not the “either-or” question itself—geopolitics or economics?—impose a narrow, “scientistic” dichotomy on a far more complex political reality? Is the explanation above not a Procrustean simplification?

As an empirical matter, this criticism is largely misplaced. I do not assert that economic interests motivated de Gaulle to the total exclusion of geopolitical vision. De Gaulle did hold distinctive geopolitical ideas, which played an important, even dominant, role in French foreign relations of this period, affecting policies toward nuclear weapons, NATO, the Third World, and the superpowers. I assert only that in the General’s policy toward the EEC, the one area in which major economic and geopolitical interests were directly engaged, commercial considerations were by any objective measure far more important than geopolitical concerns. The interests of producers imposed extreme constraints that severely restricted de Gaulle’s leeway to indulge his idiosyncratic geopolitical vision. Nor do I assert that commercial motivations were the sole national interest underlying de Gaulle’s policy toward the EEC. There are episodes, especially the initial bid for the Fouchet Plan and the “empty chair” crisis, in which ideological and geopolitical factors appear to play some secondary role. I insist only that constraints imposed by economic interest groups, particularly agricultural interests, constitute a primary and sufficient explanation of French policy toward the EEC in this period. The existing literature on de Gaulle, I maintain further, systematically understates, and often misstates, this fact.
Persistent critics might nonetheless insist that even this very qualified dichotomy between geopolitics and commerce distorts the subjective understanding of historical contemporaries. Was de Gaulle not a sort of modern mercantilist? Perhaps it is inherently impossible to separate geopolitical vision and economic interests in Gaullist foreign policy making. After all, is it not a cornerstone of French policy since Colbert that geopolitical power begets plenty and plenty begets geopolitical power? In this mercantilist view, is economic wealth not a precondition for security and prestige? Do not de Gaulle, Peyrefitte, and others express a more nuanced view, in which there are close connections between economics and geopolitics? Even if we were to reach agreement that de Gaulle’s EEC policy aimed to satisfy commercial interests, is it not possible that he ultimately had French grandeur in mind? Surely economic modernization augments the power, independence, and grandeur of France, a claim that finds eloquent support in de Gaulle’s memoirs. And surely no leader aiming to establish stable finances and maximize global prestige wants farmers continually disrupting domestic politics and uncompetitive industries weighing down fiscal policy. Perhaps the pursuit of electoral success, the promotion of material prosperity, and the subsidization of backward sectors of the economy were consistent with the Gaullist vision because they were in some sense preconditions for an important world role for France. Yet this mercantilist criticism of my argument is misplaced, for three reasons.

First, contemporary politicians and officials consistently viewed de Gaulle’s motivations in just the categories I employ. One striking piece of evidence comes from the first meeting of EEC national representatives after de Gaulle announced one of his most audacious acts, the French veto of British membership in January 1963. Belgian Foreign Minister Paul-Henri Spaak, speaking for the other governments, rose to ask two direct questions of Foreign Minister Couve de Murville, which set the agenda for a marathon meeting. Besides asking about future French plans, he queried: “Does the French delegation want to suspend negotiations for political or economic reasons?” Even if we were to reach agreement that de Gaulle’s EEC policy aimed to satisfy commercial interests, is it not possible that he ultimately had French grandeur in mind? Surely economic modernization augments the power, independence, and grandeur of France, a claim that finds eloquent support in de Gaulle’s memoirs. And surely no leader aiming to establish stable finances and maximize global prestige wants farmers continually disrupting domestic politics and uncompetitive industries weighing down fiscal policy. Perhaps the pursuit of electoral success, the promotion of material prosperity, and the subsidization of backward sectors of the economy were consistent with the Gaullist vision because they were in some sense preconditions for an important world role for France. Yet this mercantilist criticism of my argument is misplaced, for three reasons.

First, contemporary politicians and officials consistently viewed de Gaulle’s motivations in just the categories I employ. One striking piece of evidence comes from the first meeting of EEC national representatives after de Gaulle announced one of his most audacious acts, the French veto of British membership in January 1963. Belgian Foreign Minister Paul-Henri Spaak, speaking for the other governments, rose to ask two direct questions of Foreign Minister Couve de Murville, which set the agenda for a marathon meeting. Besides asking about future French plans, he queried: “Does the French delegation want to suspend negotiations for political or economic reasons?” Official West German and British post-mortems of the negotiations pose the central issue in similar ways. Despite occasional caveats to the contrary, even the General himself often divided his writings paragraph by paragraph between considerations of each factor. Any analysis that fails to distinguish economic and geopolitical motivations as I have done would be remarkably ahistorical.

178. Peyrefitte notes at one point that economic, political (NATO), and nuclear questions were “inextricably mixed.” Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 1, p. 303, also pp. 348–355.
179. AAP, 1963, Doc. 60.
180. To be sure, historical reality as lived by participants is always more complex and ambiguous.
Second, the mercantilist argument for the primacy of Gaullist geopolitical ideology fails to predict de Gaulle’s behavior. The evidence for the mercantilist argument—that de Gaulle sought economic growth only for geopolitical reasons—is sparse, and it also encounters contradictions. We see this clearly in the case of farmers, an “archaic” group de Gaulle initially sought to liquidate swiftly and whose obsessive concern with commodity prices elicited contempt from de Gaulle. In confidential settings, the president continued to rail against the farmers throughout his presidency; at times his government sought to dismiss their demands—unsuccessfully, as it turned out—by invoking the “national interest.” Yet it was precisely this group that had the greatest impact on his policies toward the EEC. Outside the area of military technology, de Gaulle was no mercantilist; he sought economic liberalization. He achieved this goal only when dominant economic interest groups were favorably inclined.

Third, the definition of grandeur required to support a mercantilist explanation is so broad that it is meaningless. Mercantilist analyses of de Gaulle’s European policy tend to construe anything that advances the French national interest, broadly defined, as consistent with the promotion of French grandeur and therefore “explained” by Gaullist ideas. Yet if the notion of French grandeur implies that geopolitical calculations led de Gaulle to pursue precisely the same external objectives that other French politicians would have pursued for economic reasons, it renders any claims about the consequences of de Gaulle’s ideas circular and meaningless. It thereby also makes irrelevant the decade-long debate over de Gaulle’s distinctive “vision” of Europe and concedes my claim that what distinguished de Gaulle’s policies were tactics and skill (persuasive speeches, successful domestic management, diplomatic facility), rather than distinctive objectives. If the promotion of French grandeur through economic liberalization is indistinguishable from the pursuit of producer group interests, what remains of the notion of de Gaulle as a visionary ideological leader? If any successful economic policy promotes grandeur, what could ever permit us to distinguish

than any subsequent explanation. This is true for many reasons, not the least of which is that most actors in any major international event are ignorant—or deliberately kept ignorant—about the true mix of concerns motivating key decision makers. All governments tend to employ public justifications opportunistically. Even years later, each participant sees only part of the picture. This is one reason I do not place heavy interpretive weight on the speculations of participants.

181. In the midst of the “empty chair” crisis, for example, the French government responded to a request from the four largest French agricultural groups for information on France’s official position. The response contained three sentences, the relevant one of which read: “It will not have escaped you, I think, that international negotiations reside within the sole competence of the Government responsible before the country and cognizant of the interests of the nation.” Newhouse, Collision, p. 146, citing Le monde, 2 September 1965.
de Gaulle’s purported pursuit of French grandeur from the mundane commercial considerations he professed to despise\textsuperscript{182} Even this mercantilist interpretation undermines the conventional view of de Gaulle.

Not by chance do nearly all of de Gaulle’s biographers and commentators employ precisely the same two categories. I do little more than reverse the assumed primacy of geopolitical ideology. Vaïsse, perhaps the leading modern historian of de Gaulle’s foreign policy, asks:

Was European union an end in itself and a primary concern or one factor among others in a foreign policy that assures France a primary role in the international system? . . . For General de Gaulle the economic success of the Europe of the Six was not an end in itself. His grand design was to give Europe a political dimension.\textsuperscript{183}

Such commentators believe that de Gaulle’s geopolitical vision was linked not only with distinctive rhetoric and tactics, but also with distinctive underlying goals and strategies. Like most of the existing literature, this essay addresses not the question of whether de Gaulle’s policy was ultimately geopolitical or economic, but the narrower problem of whether the proximate cause of de Gaulle’s policy was geopolitical or economic. This is the question that contemporaries and subsequent commentators alike have cared about most.

Revising the History of European Integration

The revision of our understanding of Charles de Gaulle advanced here suggests a skeptical attitude toward an interpretation of European integration as essentially motivated by geopolitical ideology. This interpretation, still dominant in Germany and Britain, views integration as an effort to employ economic means to realize geopolitical and ideological goals. Most studies of integration stress the desire of European governments to strengthen Western cohesion against the Soviet threat, prevent yet another Franco-German conflict, enhance the global prestige of European governments vis-à-vis both superpowers, or advance a federalist vision of governance. Similarly, in explaining opposition to integration, such interpretations emphasize nationalism, extremist ideology, divergent

\textsuperscript{182} Any domestic political move—the pursuit of electoral advantage, the subsidization of backward sectors, a policy reversal in the face of domestic opposition—can be reinterpreted as a precondition for an active and prestigious role for France in the world. Such an explanation is impervious to empirical disconfirmation. This renders meaningless any discussion of the causal relationship between de Gaulle’s thinking and his motivations. Surely this is not what geopolitical interpreters of Gaullist policy intend.

\textsuperscript{183} Vaïsse, _La grandeur_, pp. 162, 175.
colonial legacies, and idiosyncratic geopolitical perspectives and political traditions. This dichotomy is at the core of nearly all historical analyses of European integration, of the dominant Realist interpretation of the stability of the post-World War II balance of power in Europe, and of most contemporary commentaries about European integration.\textsuperscript{184}

This study suggests, instead, that the motivations for governments to promote the EEC are more commercial and less geopolitical than is commonly supposed. The primary motive behind European integration was the interest of European governments in promoting the economic welfare of their citizens and, above all, the particularistic interests of powerful domestic producer groups. The EEC, particularly its agricultural policy, evolved primarily to increase export opportunities for industrialists and farmers, to modernize the economies of European governments, to coordinate effective regulation of environmental and other externalities, and to stabilize the macroeconomic performance of its member states. The EEC captured gains from rapid exogenous increases in intra-sectoral trade in agriculture, trade diversification in agriculture, and coordination of regulatory policies.\textsuperscript{185} For the economic interpretation, de Gaulle is what social scientists refer to as a “most difficult” case. For a generation de Gaulle’s foreign policy was held up as definitive evidence that integration was primarily about competing geopolitical interests and ideas, not commercial and economic interests. If it can be shown that de Gaulle did not pursue geopolitical and ideological goals, there is good reason to expect the primacy of economic motivations among other European governments.\textsuperscript{186}

Still, there remains much more to be said about French policy toward Europe under de Gaulle, and European integration more generally, not least because primary documents from this period have only begun to be made available to scholars. In this regard, my findings are far from conclusive. Indeed, the use of replicable methods of inference and publicly available evi-

\textsuperscript{184} For a review of this literature, see Moravcsik, \textit{Choice for Europe}, chaps. 1, 3. Even neo-functionalists, who stress the ultimate preeminence of economic interest, concede to their foremost critics, notably Stanley Hoffmann, both that initial decisions to integrate are taken for geopolitical reasons and that “dramatic-political actors” motivated by nationalism or geopolitical concerns could block economic integration for long periods of time.


\textsuperscript{186} Eckstein, “Case Studies and Theory in Social Science,” in Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds., \textit{Handbook of Political Science}, Vol. 7 (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1975), pp. 79–130. For a more general argument, see Moravcsik, \textit{Choice for Europe}, which concludes that the more exceptional country is Germany.
Evidence invites criticism. More rigorous methods ease the critic’s task by rendering more transparent the choice of the fundamental theoretical issue at stake, the derivation of hypotheses employed to explore it, the data selected to evaluate it, and the nature of causal inferences from those data. We need no longer make due with one-sided interpretations, but can seek to find a more properly balanced understanding of French policy toward Europe in the 1960s and thereafter. This essay is intended not to foreclose future debate on this vital topic, but to expand it.

Why Have Scholars Underestimated the Impact of French Commercial Interests on Gaullist Policy?

We are left with one final puzzle. If economic and geopolitical imperatives are distinct, and the evidence suggests that de Gaulle pursued the former in his EEC policy, why does the enormous literature on de Gaulle’s foreign policy unanimously set forth an interpretation of his European policy that is at best misleading and one-sided, and at worst plain wrong? Two reasons seem particularly important; each has implications for the proper use of qualitative methods in explaining contemporary history.

One reason has been the absence, until recently, of much direct primary evidence about internal decision making in Gaullist France. In published memoirs, most former associates and ministers of de Gaulle remain deliberately vague (as does Couve de Murville), openly engage in imaginative reconstruction (as does Pisani), or focus almost exclusively on their own contribution (as does Debré). All offer ex post facto commentary, but rarely cite direct primary evidence of contemporary confidential deliberation. The speculation and public statements of former associates constitute an unreliable basis for analysis. This is particularly so in the case of de Gaulle, an overtly theatrical politician who often used rhetoric to create false impressions—the tactics of “as if” and “deliberate deception” referred to above. Foreign policy making was centralized within a very small group of presidential advisers, and the General regularly misled the public, his own Cabinet, and his own prime minister. Even his more candid statements in Cabinet meetings were prudent and guarded.

187. For a few recent exceptions, see footnote 7 of Part 1 of this article.

188. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, pp. 7–8; and Hoffmann, “De Gaulle’s Foreign Policy,” pp. 283–331. This explains also the striking divergence we have observed even within memoirs of participants themselves. Memoir writers tend to speculate openly that the General must have been motivated primarily by geopolitical ideas, yet provide evidence to the contrary. Hence it is essential to my analysis that I have discarded the conjectures of participants and relied upon them only for factual testimony about contemporary justifications, motivations, and circumstances. This is indispensable for accurate historical reconstruction of Gaullist foreign policy.
ans and commentators has recapitulated, with remarkable uniformity, the public image deliberately crafted by this self-consciously theatrical leader. The absence of reliable evidence changed somewhat with the publication of Alain Peyrefitte’s memoirs and the recent opening of European archives, mostly outside France. These sources, along with the facts recounts in traditional biographies, constitute a far more reliable documentary basis for interpretation and are closely corroborated by public documents.189

Yet the absence of primary sources and de Gaulle’s “deliberate deception” alone do not provide the entire explanation for the one-sided nature of the existing literature, for we have seen that an objective reading of circumstantial evidence and even the public record cited by geopolitical interpreters of de Gaulle favors, on balance, a commercial interpretation. De Gaulle expressed himself in rich, allusive, often deliberately ambiguous rhetoric, and wielded a magnetic hold on those close to him; but he rarely lied outright. Half-sentences from prominent documents that refer explicitly and exclusively to economic interests are persistently cited out of context in favor of a geopolitical and ideological interpretation. The most striking examples are passages from de Gaulle’s memoirs and his press conference of 14 January 1963, where de Gaulle’s lengthy comments on the British veto were entirely and unambiguously dedicated to a discussion of the political economy of Britain and the United States. He made not a single mention of NATO, the MLF, the “special relationship,” or any other geopolitical issue. The overwhelming majority of explicit statements by de Gaulle on Europe are of this

189. Most French archives for this period, including de Gaulle’s personal materials, remain at most partially accessible. The analysis in this section rests heavily, therefore, on published primary sources: oral history projects, documents from countries other than France, leaked French documents, reconstruction of the precise sequence of events, and the notes of Alain Peyrefitte found in his memoirs. The latter is a critical source, because it is extensive, detailed, and credible. Peyrefitte was de Gaulle’s chief staff assistant in this area and one of only three officials (the others being the prime minister and the Elysée itself) permitted to take notes at de Gaulle’s Cabinet meetings, from which he cites verbatim. Before doing so, he cross-checked them against the two other sources. Peyrefitte, C’était de Gaulle, Vol. 2, p. 7. Peyrefitte was consistently involved in internal deliberations, and his rising role under de Gaulle—from member of parliament to press secretary to minister—suggests that he had earned the General’s trust. Peyrefitte, a classical Gaullist and, unlike Prate, not particularly involved in economic issues, appears to have no particular interest in exaggerating the economic roots of de Gaulle’s actions; indeed, nowhere does he himself espouse an economic interpretation. No materials I have uncovered call Peyrefitte’s account into question; indeed, Peyrefitte’s account is corroborated by his strategy document, which was leaked and reprinted in the mid-1960s, and by his contemporary articles in Le monde. See Jouve, Le Général de Gaulle, Vols. 1 and 2. Historians Georges Soutou, Gérard Bossuat, and Françoise de la Serre, who have seen some of the archival material in question, and Charles Cogan, who has worked with public documents, report encountering no materials that contradict Peyrefitte’s account. Still, it is important to note that my analysis, which rests almost exclusively on published French primary sources, as well as British and German documents, is itself open to revision, should systematic French archival work using previously unpublished documents fail to support my conclusions.
kind: Only a small minority—typically the most vague and most indirect allusions—mention geopolitical concerns. Many less spectacular but more reliable documents that cast a unique light on de Gaulle’s policies—Peyrefitte’s strategy document, for example, which has been available since early 1963—are almost never cited. 190 Readers basing their judgments on the secondary literature alone—despite its enormous size—would have no way of thoroughly evaluating the relative importance of economic and geopolitical factors in French European policy. Why are selective citation and interpretation so rampant? What accounts for the myopia of the literature on de Gaulle and Europe?

The answer may lie in a second weakness of de Gaulle scholarship, namely the tendency to engage in imaginative biographical reconstruction. De Gaulle’s extraordinary appeal—more books have been written about him and his policies than about almost any other modern political figure—is essentially personal and ideological in nature. Just as de Gaulle’s magnetic presence attracted associates of uncommon personal devotion, his extraordinary saga attracts commentators with biographical, literary, even philosophical sensibilities—especially in France, a country whose intelligentsia has long been celebrated for just these qualities. The secret of de Gaulle’s popularity among commentators lies in their desire to tell a compelling, heroic story. Nearly every interpretation of de Gaulle’s personality and politics rests on the unquestioned premise that his foreign policy was governed by a unified personal and philosophical vision. Such analyses proceed hermeneutically. Analysts seek to reformulate de Gaulle’s written and spoken expression in a way maximally consistent with his subsequent actions, and then explain the latter with the former. To my knowledge, not a single scholar has seriously entertained the possibility that de Gaulle’s foreign policy was incoherent in the sense that different aspects of it responded to different imperatives. As a result, not a single analyst has dispassionately assessed a commercial interpretation of de Gaulle’s actions. 191

This hermeneutical mode of interpretation is suspect because of its overt, if often unwitting, bias and circularity. Nearly all biographers and scholars ex-

190. Isolated exceptions are Silj, “Europe’s Political Puzzle”; and Jouve, Le Général de Gaulle, Vol. 1.
191. Because of the large number of distinguished former associates of de Gaulle who have ventured their personal opinions, and the brilliance and incisiveness of many other analysts of de Gaulle’s foreign policy—Grosser, Lacouture, Aron, and Hoffmann, come to mind—there is an exaggerated tendency (when compared to the diplomatic history of any other modern leader) to cite secondary interpretations as if they were grounded in objective evidence, even when reliable primary sources are available. With secondary interpretations, as with participant testimony, it is essential to base any historical reconstruction on fact, not conjecture—no matter how elegantly the latter is rendered.
amine de Gaulle’s overall policy—his views on World War II, nuclear weapons, the superpowers, the developing world, and NATO—and then argue that the same considerations must underlie his European policy, ostensibly because the General would not have tolerated intellectual incoherence. Such reasoning assumes what it sets out to demonstrate, namely that de Gaulle’s policy reflected an integrated vision, without considering alternative interpretations or evidence. This hermeneutic mode of analysis neither requires nor encourages sound analysis of the existing evidence and competing arguments. Departures from the personal and philosophical “vision” are explained away as isolated acts of tactical expediency or emotional expression. Just as Dwight Eisenhower’s liaison with Kathleen Summersby was long denied simply because “General Eisenhower just would not do that,” so de Gaulle’s commercial motivations were long denied because “General de Gaulle just would not do that.”

If this article draws the opposite conclusion, it is because it presents and evaluates competing commercial and geopolitical hypotheses explicitly and even-handedly, weighing the evidence for each. 192 Unless readers are presented with the evidence for alternative explanations, they can never know whether generations of commentators, scholars, and memoir writers have read into de Gaulle’s rhetoric only what they wanted. The discipline imposed by social scientific and historical methods—the statement of clear competing theories, the specification of explicit hypotheses, and the careful presentation and balancing of the evidence both for and against each explanation—is the metaphorical equivalent in diplomatic history, albeit admittedly an inexact one, to the DNA testing that identifies criminal suspects. The historical record of French European policy in the 1960s, when thoroughly analyzed, leaves nearly as little doubt about the true motivations of General de Gaulle.

192. The methodological lesson is that only adherence to the two analytical principles employed here—thorough consideration of a full range of competing theories and hypotheses, and reliance on a representative sample of factual data, rather than participant or secondary conjecture—offers reason to accept the results of this study as more reliable than those found in the existing literature. In a case like de Gaulle’s foreign policy, only an a priori statement of competing hypotheses and clear standards for confirmation and disconfirmation protect the reader against an exaggerated or one-sided interpretation. As I have argued, no existing analysis fairly states and evaluates, much less confirms, a commercial interpretation of de Gaulle’s EEC policy. Reliance on primary sources and factual data, even if limited to published sources, protects the reader against the tyranny of past beliefs. Even a representative sample of historical commentary—recommended by some political scientists as a surrogate for primary research—would condemn the reader to repeat the conventional wisdom of participants and secondary interpreters. This challenges the widely accepted view that social scientific case studies can safely rely on the consensus of secondary interpretations. Cf. Ian Lustick, “History, Historiography and Political Science: Multiple Historical Records and the Problem of Selection Bias,” American Political Science Review, Vol. 90, No. 3 (September 1996), pp. 605–618.